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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 Sandwich panels with honeycomb core are often employed in structures 
for improved mechanical properties with lightweight. Honeycombs are defined by non-
overlapping and periodic unit cells. Most research conducted on these sandwich panels 
focuses on stiffness and strength properties. The acoustic aspect of these panels has been 
focused on sound transmission loss. For acoustics, previous studies used effective 
honeycomb orthotropic elastic moduli based on Cartesian unit cell geometry to model the 
core as a homogeneous structure. While efficient, this modeling approach loses accuracy 
at higher frequencies.  Furthermore, when used for curved panels, the effective moduli 
are only approximate. In this work, mechanical and acoustic characteristics of cylindrical 
and spherical honeycomb panels are studied using finite element analysis. The unit cell 
geometry core is oriented both radially and in the transverse direction. The models are 
analyzed for sound scattering measured by target strength with interactions between 
structure and the acoustic medium through coupling between the domains.  Both air and 
water are compared for the acoustic region.   
 Different honeycomb core geometries varying in the hexagon 
arrangement, number of unit cells and level of hierarchy are studied. The structures 
developed are constrained to have the same total mass allowing for comparisons based on 
only changes in stiffness properties. The effect of face sheet thickness on the mechanical 
and acoustic properties of the curved sandwich structures is also studied. The vibration 
and acoustic scattering behavior of these structures have been investigated for natural 
frequencies between 1-1000 Hz to predict and understand the different responses near 
 iii 
and at resonances. The target strength response of the structures has been studied in the 
near field at both front and back of the structures. The effect of acoustic coupling is 
observed clearly on varying the outer domains properties between air and water. It is 
noted that the acoustic scattering characteristics of the structures depend on the frequency 
of the incident wave and acoustic domain properties interacting with structures. 
When comparing honeycomb structures to a homogeneous structure with the 
same mass, for cylindrical structures the first few natural frequencies are lower compared 
to the reference homogeneous structure, and then increases for higher modes. In the case 
of the spherical structure, this behavior was reversed indicating the interaction between 
in-plane and out-of-plane stiffness of the 3-D sphere compared to the 2-D cylinder 
modes.  
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1 
CHAPTER ONE: 
 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
  Vibrating structures cause sound waves to radiate into the surrounding 
medium. When the structure is surrounded by air, the mass of surrounding medium is 
small relative to the mass of the structure. As a result, the interaction between the air and 
the structure is small and the effect of the air does not change the natural frequencies or 
amplitude of vibration [1].  If the structure is surrounded by water, in this case the mass 
of the medium is heavy enough to have significant interaction between the medium and 
the structure. This results in a shift in natural frequencies and amplitude of vibrations of 
the structure. Conversely when the sound is the input to a system, for example in 
underwater SONAR applications, sound scatters from the structure and causes the 
structure to vibrate. In this case, the sound energy incident causes the vibration energy of 
the structure [2].  
 
   The theories for vibration, sound scattering and radiation from simple 
geometries such as beams, rectangular plates, infinite cylinders, and spheres were derived 
by Junger and Feit [1] and Skelton and James [2]. Skelton and James [2] in addition to 
the homogenous structures provide analytical solutions for phenomenon of acoustic 
scattering and radiation from multi-layered composite planar, spherical and cylindrical 
media along with a discussion on the finite axisymmetric structures. Homogeneous 
materials however provide designers with only a limited availability of mass and stiffness 
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properties. As a result designers have turned to composite materials to broaden the 
effective properties available for design.  
 
   For example, by using cellular materials a wide range of effective 
mechanical properties such as stiffness, strength etc. are available to the designers. These 
characteristics are tailored to specific applications with lower density compared to 
homogeneous materials [3], [4], and [5]. Cellular structures are composed of thin-walled 
structures and are commonly used in engineering applications where they are employed 
as a core material sandwiched between two face sheets made of homogeneous material 
[6],[7]. Among the different lattice (thin walled) structures used for core materials, 
common patterns used are structures defined by repeating (periodic) unit cells.  Common 
periodic lattice structures are honeycomb and auxetic cellular structures [3], [4], [8], and 
[9]. The mechanical properties for a honeycomb cellular structure depend on both the 
base material utilized in the manufacture of the honeycomb and the cellular structures 
geometry [3], [5]. An important feature of honeycomb structures is the high stiffness to 
weight ratio compared to homogenous materials. The acoustic response of a structure is 
dependent on the mechanical properties of the structure mainly the mass and stiffness of 
the structure. The diagram below represents the construction of a sandwich panel with a 
honeycomb core. Gibson et. al. [6], [7] provide information on the common materials 
that are used as the core geometries in different sandwich panels. 
 3 
 
 
 
1.1 Honeycomb Structures 
   One of the most common core geometries used for the sandwich panels 
are hexagonal honeycombs. Figure 1.2 shows the hexagonal honeycomb below. 
 
 
 
   The honeycomb structures have macro properties, which are significantly 
different from that of the host or micro material properties. The honeycomb structures 
because of their design have a significantly high out-of-plane stiffness to weight ratio and 
hence are highly preferred in such cases [3], [4], and [5]. The geometry of honeycombs 
makes them attractive in the areas of thermal management [10], and impact absorption 
[11], [12], in addition to their high stiffness and light weight properties. By changing the 
local geometry of the unit cell in the periodic honeycomb core structure, effective 
properties can be changed without changing the overall size and shape of the sandwich 
panel. 
 4 
   Unit cells of regular honeycomb and auxetic honeycombs are presented in 
the Figure 1.3. These geometries are one of the most common core geometries. The 
geometric parameters for regular hexagon honeycomb are given as   = 30°, h = l while 
for the auxetic are   = –30°, h = 2l. 
 
Figure 1.3: Unit Cell geometries honeycomb (left) & auxetic (right) [8] 
 
   The regular honeycomb is of interest to designers because with equal 
thickness of all the edges and equal adjacent edge lengths the lattice (thin walled) 
structures behave as isotropic structures, requiring only two independent parameters E , 
Young’s Modulus and   Poisson’s ratio. But if any of the above conditions are not met 
they exhibit anisotropic behaviors. The auxetic in-contrast to honeycomb structures 
possess positive Poisson’s ratio which is another reason of their interest. The out-of-plane 
stiffness and strength of the honeycomb structures is considerably higher in comparison 
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to the in-plane stiffness and strength. It is because when in plane stresses are applies the 
structure deforms due to the bending of the unit cell edges while when out-of-plane 
stresses are applied axial extension or compression of the cell walls occurs [3], [5]. It is 
because of this characteristic the honeycomb structures are employed in the out-of-plane 
loading conditions. 
 
1.2 Waves Propagation in Structures 
   When interactions are present between structures and fluids the 
phenomenon of wave propagation is observed in the structure [13]. The two basic waves 
that propagate in a solid mass are longitudinal wave and shear wave.  When the structure 
can be considered as having relatively small thickness and one or more outer surfaces 
free from constraints, longitudinal waves produce lateral waves because of the Poisson 
contraction phenomenon. In this case, three different kinds of waves propagate in the 
structure and the longitudinal waves are referred to as ‘Quasi-Longitudinal’ waves [14]. 
The different waves that propagate in structure are explained as [15], [35]: 
 
1.2.1 ‘Quasi-Longitudinal’ Wave: 
   As the material expands or contracts along the axis of the structure, the 
Poisson’s effect contracts or expands the material in the transverse direction. The quasi-
longitudinal wave speed is defined as, /Lc E   , where E  is the young’s modulus of 
the material and   is the mass density. 
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Figure 1.4: Quai-longitudinal Wave 
 
 
1.2.2 Transverse shear wave: 
   The wave propagates along the structure’s axis, while deforming the 
structure transversely. For the transverse wave, young’s modulus is replaced by the shear 
modulus. The shear wave speed is defined as, /TSc G   , where G  is the shear 
modulus of the material and   is the mass density. Shear wave is always slower than the 
longitudinal wave since G E  . 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Transverse Shear Wave 
 
 
1.2.3 Bending wave: 
   As with the transverse shear wave, a bending wave propagates along the 
structure’s axis, while deforming the structure transversely. But unlike the pure shear, it 
also causes the cross sections of the structure to rotate about their neutral axis. 
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Figure 1.6: Bending Wave 
 
   The bending wave speed is expressed as 
2
4
bending
EI
c
A


 , where E  is the 
young’s modulus,   is the mass density, A  is the cross sectional area, I  is the area 
moment of inertia,   is the frequency of the perturbation in rad/s. Note that bending 
wave speed is depends upon   and thus increases with frequency. 
 
1.3 Acoustic Scattering from Elastic Structures 
 
Figure 
1.7: Acoustic Scattering from Structures 
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   The basic fundamentals of the scattering phenomenon are presented in the 
following discussion. When an incident sound wave strikes the surface of an elastic 
structure, the total pressure on the surface is composed of incident pressure and scattered 
pressure. The scattered pressure itself can be composed of two components, one that is 
scattered by a rigid body, while the other radiated by the elastic body. The component of 
pressure that is transmitted back in the acoustic domain, due to the radiation of the 
structure, creating own acoustic response is called radiated pressure [13].  The above 
components of pressure can be presented as 
 
Total Elastic Scattered IncidentP P P   
Elastic Scattered Rigid Scattered Elastic RadiatedP P P    
( )Total Rigid Scattered Elastic Radiated IncidentP P P P     
 
  ’Target Strength’ is the parameter that is used to describe the scattering 
characteristics of the obstacle/scatterer or the impedance mismatch in the domain. 
Another parameter used in acoustics is ‘Directivity’ that is used to describe the response 
of the obstacle in a particular direction relative to all the directions. These two parameters 
are discussed in more details in the following pages. 
 
1.3.1 Target Strength: 
   Target Strength is a frequency dependent parameter defined by the ratio of 
magnitude of pressure of scattered wave with respect to the magnitude of the pressure of 
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incident wave [35]. Target Strength can also be defined as the measure of the reflection 
coefficient of the sonar target [16]. Mathematically Target Strength is defined as 
following: 
10
( , ; )
20log
( , ; )
o
i
P r
TS
P r
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
   As the above mathematical definition illustrates, Target Strength can be 
evaluated at any position, orientation and is frequency dependent. For this thesis we are 
interested in the Target Strength at the inner radius of the outer acoustic domain and also 
at the front (r = 1,  = 0°) and back (r = 1,  = 180°) positions (nodes) of the fluid 
shown in Figure 1.8 [35] 
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  As mentioned in the definition P , is the pressure component of the 
scattered wave and 
iP  is the pressure component of the incident wave. The incident 
pressure iP  above is replaced by a reference pressure 
52 10refP
   Pa. The 
refP  is the 
threshold of the human hearing response and thereby enabling us to compare the loudness 
of sound with respect to human hearing. The Target Strength is expressed in decibels 
(dB). It can therefore be expressed as following for this thesis as: 
 
10
( )
20log
o
ref
P
TS
P
 
   
 
 
 
1.3.2 Directivity 
   Directivity as presented earlier is used to express the response of the 
structure in the direction of interest with respect to the average response in all the 
directions. Mathematically directivity is defined as following [35]: 
 
2
10 2
( )
10log
( )
a
RMS
P
D
P
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
where aP  is the pressure of scattered wave in a particular direction  and at a specific 
distance a  and RMSP  is the root mean squared value of the pressure component of the 
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scattered wave at locations which are similar in all the directions. For a constant radius 
RMSP  can be expressed as: 
2
22
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1.4 Previous Work in Acoustic Scattering 
   Designers have made efforts to improve the mechanical properties of 
strength and stiffness as per desire for a given mass. This has led to the use of honeycomb 
panels in structural applications as early as 1915 when Junker used these panels for 
applications in the aircraft structures. Later the acoustic properties were studied. Kurtze 
and Watters [17] studied the Sound Transmission Loss characteristics for the sandwich 
honeycomb panels but their models were analytical and valid only for flexural modes. 
Later Ford [18] investigated rigid polyurethane foam cored panels and studied there 
sound transmission loss taking into account the effects of dilatational modes. Sound 
Transmission studies were conducted and improved by [19][20],[21]. 
 
   Anisotropic core materials were later introduced in the multi-layered 
honeycomb panels for studying their effects. Moore and Lyon [22] studied the Sound 
Transmission Loss characteristics through the sandwich panels with thin face sheets and 
thick cores. They used analytical methods for investigating the isotropic and orthotropic 
cores. Thamburaj and Sun investigated the effects of introducing anisotropic materials 
[23], in both the skin and the core of the sandwich panels. They concluded that 
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significant increase of Transmission Loss was observed for sandwich panels with 
anisotropic materials as compared to the isotropic materials. They also did extensive 
numerical study for effects of damping, thickness of the laminae and density of the 
material on the Sound Transmission Loss [24]. Koval [25] presented a mathematical 
model and numerical results for the transmission of an oblique plane sound wave into a 
laminated composite cylindrical shell. No significant advantage was observed from a 
laminated panel but it was found that transmission loss of a composite shell is sensitive to 
the orientation of the fibers. 
 
  Scarpa and Tomlinson [26] studied the flat sandwich panels assigning 
effective properties of auxetic cores to the panel. Ruzzene [27] using the spectral 
formulation, which describes the dynamic properties more accurately while employing 
lesser number of elements(beam elements creating a frame structure) studied the 
influence that the core geometry exerted on the structural response and acoustic radiation 
from flat sandwich panels. He analyzed the Sound Transmission Loss characteristics of 
the different honeycomb types and concluded that the sandwich panels with auxetic core 
geometries exhibited a better performance in comparison to the honeycomb geometries. 
Also results of honeycomb sandwich panel were better than the squared core beams in the 
frequency range of interest. In an effort to improve the Sound Transmission Loss of the 
sandwich panels various optimization studies for honeycombs core geometries in 
sandwich panels have been conducted by Denli and Sun [28], Franco et.al.[29] and 
Galgalikar [30]. Griese [8] further extended the optimization of the cores by modifying 
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the internal angles of the honeycombs and auxetic used as core geometries. He studied 
the elastic properties and showed that for above mentioned condition the cores behave as 
isotropic. He also concluded similar to Ruzzene that the auxetic perform better as 
compared to the regular honeycomb for Sound Transmission Loss. 
 
1.5 Motivation for Present Work 
  Above studies have concentrated on the Sound Transmission Loss 
characteristics, of the flat sandwich panels, with honeycomb core geometries. In the 
studies of Griese [8], Ruzzene [27] and Galgalikar [30] it has been shown that the auxetic 
core geometries panels have Sound Transmission Loss characteristics superior as to that 
of the regular honeycombs. Scarpa and Tomlinson [26] studied Sound Transmission Loss 
for sandwich panels constructed from honeycomb and auxetic cores in form of an infinite 
cylinder sandwich shell. They observed the sound transmission properties of the above 
shell structures interacting with the air. In the studies conducted they used homogenous 
structures and to these structures assigned the effective properties of the cellular core 
structures. The orthotropic shells studied by them based on the Greenberg-Stavsky theory 
where the effects of shear deformations are considered. It was found that the results were 
accurate for low frequencies and diverged from correct solution at higher frequencies.  
 
   Iyer [35] performed the first study with sandwich panels employing 
honeycomb as core geometries in a cylindrical structure interacting with sound with a 
detailed honeycomb model rather than assigning effective properties to the homogeneous 
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structures. He studied the comparison between auxetic and honeycomb core geometries 
for scattering and radiation from structure. In his work [35], Iyer employed Non-
Reflecting Impedance Boundary Condition for modelling the infinite domain which is 
accurate under the conditions mentioned in his work and [ABAQUS Documentation]. In 
this study we desire to obtain more accurate results by modelling the Outer Infinite 
Acoustic Region with the Acoustic Infinite Elements of the 10th order. The parametric 
study to obtain the shortest distance between the scattering surface and outer dimension 
of the outer acoustic domain is one of the objectives of this thesis. 
 
   Iyer [35] studied the scattering from an infinite cylinder; the effect of 
orientation of the honeycombs was not covered by him. In this work we desire to find the 
effect of orientation of honeycombs on the scattering from such an infinite cylinder. In 
addition to that the effect of number of unit cells in the curved sandwich panel on the 
acoustic scattering from infinite cylinder will be observed. Since we the structure is 
circular the shape of the honeycomb unit cells get more and more distorted as the number 
of unit cells are increased radially (Chapter 2). 
 
   In the recent years the sandwich panels and plates employing the concept 
of honeycomb hierarchy are of interest. They allow the designers tailor the mechanical 
properties to a greater extent. Different hierarchical models have been worked out by 
researchers as [31], [32] and [33]. The mechanical properties of hierarchical structures 
have been studied in these works. In [33] it has been observed that the lattice structures 
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build this way exhibits isotropic in-plane elastic behavior. In the same work it is noted 
that the isotropic behavior of the structures is controlled by dimension ratios for different 
hierarchical orders. The hierarchical honeycombs are found to be 2 to 3.5 times stiffer 
than the regular honeycomb for the same total mass (i.e. same overall average density) 
and exhibit a Poisson’s Ratio in the range from 1.0 to 0.28. 
 
   Although the mechanical properties of these hierarchical structures have 
been studied and explored in detail along with their plastic collapse analysis [34], but 
dynamic characteristics of these structures have not been studied. Neither the 
characteristics of Sound Transmission nor Acoustic Scattering have been studied for 
these structures. In this work we study the scattering from such hierarchical structures for 
same overall average density for a circular infinite cylindrical sandwich panel with 
hierarchical honeycomb core lattice structure. A comparison between the scattering from 
them and regular honeycombs is done in the results chapter 4. 
 
   The acoustic scattering and dynamic characteristics of homogeneous 
sphere have been studied but not that of spherical sandwich panel employing a 
completely defined honeycomb core. The study of a three dimensional spherical 
honeycomb sandwich panel is interesting as it exhibits both in-plane and out of plane 
bending when a planar acoustic wave is incident upon on its outer surface. In addition to 
that the parametric study of the honeycomb structures is carried out with different face 
sheet thickness thereby making the cell walls of the core thinner for the same total mass 
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of the structure. As is later explored in the thesis it is found that the homogenous sphere 
is found to be stiffer for the three dimensional case and it is interesting to find out and 
one of the objectives of the thesis. . 
 
1.6 Thesis Objectives 
1) Develop different honeycomb core geometries for infinite cylindrical or two-
dimensional structures. 
2) Develop a curved sandwich panel with honeycomb core for three dimensional 
spherical structures. 
3) Develop finite element models using ABAQUS that uses complete coupling 
between acoustic and structural domains for investigating the elastic scattering 
characteristics of the structures developed. For both two and three dimensions 
the scattering phenomenon consists of the interaction of structure with a plane 
incident wave while the structure is coupled with acoustic domains.  
4) Compute the Steady-State dynamic response of the structures to the acoustic 
incident wave. Compare the response by employing the parameters of Target 
Strength and Directivity. 
5) Use Infinite Acoustic Elements to model the acoustic region and compare results 
with Impedance Boundary Condition. 
6) Study the effect of orientation of the honeycomb core geometry on the scattering 
response of the structure. Investigate the variations that occur in scattering 
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characteristics of the structures when the numbers of units are varied in the 
core geometry along with the introduction of hierarchy in the structure. 
7) Perform a parametric study varying the thickness of the face sheets and observe 
the corresponding scattering characteristics of the structure. 
 
1.7 Thesis Outline 
   Chapter 1 provides introduction for the various concepts of the thesis. The 
geometries that are investigated and the literature review on the topic are presented which 
help in determining the objectives for the analysis to be conducted. The concepts and 
parameters required for comparison are introduced. 
 
   Chapter 2 presents the various geometries developed for both the two 
dimensional cylindrical and three dimensional spherical structures in detail. The 
methodology and reasoning employed is presented along with a naming convention 
followed in the work. The additional parameters and constraints on the structure have 
been presented in this section. The same total mass constraint among the different 
structures has been presented in this chapter. . 
 
   Chapter 3 presents the study carried for the Natural Frequencies of these 
different structures with equal masses. The frequencies extracted are in the 1-1000 Hz 
range of interest. The elastic properties of stiffness have been compared for various 
structures. The parametric study of the spherical honeycomb for natural frequency 
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extraction is presented in this chapter. The Steady State dynamic response is studied on 
the basis of these extracted frequencies employing them as the frequency sweep. 
 
   Chapter 4 presents the complete theory of acoustic scattering phenomenon 
along with the equations and formulations employed by the ABAQUS for solving the 
finite element models. This chapter discusses the complete set-up of the model in the 
ABAQUS environment and later investigates the Steady State dynamic response of the 
different structures, both two dimensional and three dimensional. Various plots 
examining the response of the different structures using the parameter Target Strength 
have been presented. The parameter of Target Strength has been employed again for 
comparing the characteristics of different structures. The benefits of employing Acoustic 
Infinite Elements for analyzing the finite element models are presented in this chapter 
along with the method of their application.  
 
   Chapter 5 provides the conclusions made by the observations of the 
different trends in the acoustic response of the structures. It also presents the scope for 
future work which might be of interest to the reader. 
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CHAPTER TWO:  
GEOMETRY OF FINITE ELEMENT DOMAINS 
 
 
   One objective of the thesis as stated earlier is to study the acoustic 
scattering properties and characteristics of different 2–D non-overlapping, periodic, 
hexagonal cylindrical structures. The structures are loaded in-plane and both the radial 
and transverse orientations of hexagonal unit cells are considered. The cylindrical 
structures are then extended to the 3–D non-overlapping, periodic, in-plane loaded, radial 
hexagonal spherical structure. Another objective is to compare the properties of the 
developed structures among themselves and an elastic, homogeneous reference structure.  
 
  One of most common application of the honeycomb meta-materials as 
core geometry for sandwich panels is found in the plates and beam structures. Beams and 
plates are subjected to static loading in most of the applications and for static loading 
condition honeycombs have a higher stiffness in comparison to homogenous structures, 
especially for out of plane loading. The other reason contributing to their popularity is 
that they are convenient to model by repeating/copying a single unit honeycomb cell in a 
linear, non-overlaying pattern over the entire desired structure. The unit cell is repeated 
along the two mutually perpendicular directions generally coinciding with the rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system. 
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   The structures being studied here are cylindrical in geometry. As stated 
earlier there have not been so many studies with curved sandwich panels employing 
honeycomb core geometry. Iyer [35] developed complete cylindrical honeycomb 
geometry which used the outside-in approach.  The following naming convention is used 
for referring to the various structures. 
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  The structures studied and investigated for 2–D cylindrical structures are: 
 Elastic, homogenous cylinder (Circular Ring) 
 Regular (0th order) 2 hexagons radially arranged cylinder (2-0-RH-2) 
 Regular 3 hexagons radially arranged cylinder (2-0-RH-3)  
 1st order hierarchical 2 hexagons radially arranged cylinder (2-1-RH-2) 
 Regular 3 hexagons transversely arranged cylinder (2-0-TH-3), [35]. 
 
   For a three dimensional case the spherical structures investigated are: 
 3–D elastic, homogeneous sphere (elastic shell)  
 Regular (0th order) 1 hexagon radially arranged sphere (3-0-RH-1). 
 
2.1 Hexagonal Structures 
 
   Two patterns of honeycomb core geometry for in plane loaded structures 
are investigated; transverse and radially arranged. Construction details for transverse are 
provided by Iyer [35]. The difference between the two geometries is they are rotated 90° 
with respect to each other (Fig. 2.2). The other difference is that for the transverse 
geometry (2-0-TH-3), the edge–lengths are constrained to be same in the single unit but 
not in the radial geometry developed. Figure 2.2 shows the two geometries below. 
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Figure 2.2: Transverse (left) and Radial (center) Core Geometries of 2-D Infinite Cylinder (right) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Difference between regular and developed hexagon 
OO’ – Line of Symmetry 
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  The geometries on the core of the curved sandwich panels is different but 
the overall cylinder that is developed are similar with changes in their dimensions.as 
shown in the Figure 2.2. The difference between the regular hexagon and hexagon 
developed for the core geometry of the curved sandwich panel is presented in Figure 2.3. 
 
   In the figure it can be noticed that the edges of the developed hexagon 
either stretch or contract in comparison in comparison to the regular hexagon with the 
edge–length ‘ L ’. The angle   is constrained to a value of 60° which is another 
difference between transverse [35] and radial geometries.  
 
   Assuming one unit cell in the core geometry and keeping the above 
constraints of   = 60°, edge–length of regular hexagon from which the radial hexagon is 
developed is provided in Figure 2.4. Another characteristic desired in geometry 
developed (2-0-RH-2) is that the unit cells stretch and contract by same amount above 
and below respectively about an arc of symmetry which passes through / 2yL  Fig–1.3.  
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Figure 2.4: Edge-length Calculation for Regular Hexagon 
 
   In the figure above OO’ and AA’ are the line and arc of symmetry 
respectively. O’E = yL , OE = inR  and 3yL L  (Fig-1.3). From the Figure 2.4 we can 
write: 
tan (1)
DD DD
DO OO O D

 
 
 
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    where DD’ = sinL  ,  OO’ = outR , O’D = / 2yL .  Substituting the values 
in equation (1) 
sin
tan (2)
3
2
out r
L
R LN

 

 
 
where rN  is the number of units radially. Solving for L  we get: 
 
tan
(3)
3
tan sin
2
out
r
R
L
N

 

 
 
 
 
 
   As we keep on increasing the number of unit cells circumferentially the 
chord length DD’ will be approximately equal to the circular arc length. This process is 
carried out to make the geometry as smooth as possible and cylindrical. Let the angle 
occupied by one unit cell sector be given by 2  . Parameter   is related to the 
number of unit cell sectors circumferentially as 360 / N   where N  is the number of 
unit cells sectors circumferentially in the core geometry. With constrained number of unit 
cell sectors N = 120,   = 1.5°. After calculating the parameter L  the geometry was 
constructed using the geometrical properties and later code presented in the Appendix 
was written to directly obtain the co-ordinates of the vertices of the hexagons in the 
sector. 
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   The geometry developed is subject to the constraint of 
outR  = 1 meter for 
all the structures. It is because the scattering response of the structures is being studied at 
a distance of one meter from their geometric center when the incident Acoustic Pressure 
Wave strikes their outer surface. This is the reason that the geometry is constructed from 
outside–in rather than inside–out and allows using the outer radius as a basis for the result 
comparison. The inner radius of structures is variable depending upon the arrangement 
and number of unit cells designed in the core geometry of the panel. The other constraint 
is, N  = 120 which enable us to approximate the circular arc to the chord DD’ in the 
Figure–2.4. As mentioned earlier the objective of this constraint to generate a smooth 
cylindrical geometry for the structure. The constraint is mathematically written as: 
 
sin sinR R       
 
 
   By increasing the number of units circumferentially N , sin / 1   . 
While selecting the value of   it is kept in mind that resulting N  should be a whole 
number and    1 (sin / ) 0.05%   . As stated earlier for   = 1.5°, N = 120 and 
satisfies both the conditions. 
 
  Another objective is to compare the results for different structures. The 
criterion chosen for comparison is same total mass of the structures although the 
distribution of the mass is still different in different structures. Keeping mass constant we 
can use following relation to compare the structures: 
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(4)ii
i
k
m
   
   where i  is the vibration frequency,  ik  is modal stiffness and im  is the 
modal mass. The same total mass of different structures allows us to relate the change in 
angular frequency to the stiffness of the structure. For the same mass higher stiffness of 
the structure will result in higher frequency of vibration.  
 
For the same mass of different structures:  
 
   
1 2Structure Structure
Volume Density Volume Density  
  
  Since the material for different structures is kept constant, density can be 
cancelled which gives the simplified relation:  
 
   
1 2Structure Structure
Volume Volume  
 
 The volume in terms of geometric parameters can be written as 
  
   
1 2e T e TStructure Structure
t D L t D L  
 
where  et  is the thickness of the edges of the wireframe structure, D  is the depth of the 
structure and  TL  is the total length of the wireframe structure. 
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   Also for constant/same depth D , of the different structures (1 meter) this 
can be simplified further. Thus for two different structures to have same mass, the ratio of 
total length of the structures should be equal to the inverse ratio of thickness:  
 
 
 
 
 
1 2
2 1
(5)
T eStructure Structure
T eStructure Structure
L t
L t
  
 
  The mass of the structure was calculated analytically for this specific case 
considering the beam elements as simple wireframe edges connected with each other at 
the center of the cross-section of the two beams. The analytical results were cross-
checked with results of ABAQUS. For the purpose of calculating the thickness of the 
beams used in the different configurations a MATLAB code was written by calculating 
the mass of one unit cell sector. Comparing the masses of the two structures then results 
in the required thickness using the reasoning presented in the above. The MATLAB code 
calculates the mass of the structure assuming the structure is constructed of thin beams 
having a depth of 1 meter. The MATLAB code has been presented in the Appendix. 
Caution should be adhered for the reason that the code does not take into account the 
non-overlapping of the hexagons and also the additional material accumulation at the 
joints because of beam connection. For later geometries the thickness was calculated by 
scaling process and cross-checked that we can apply Euler Bernoulli beam theory during 
the analysis. In all the 2-D curved sandwich panel thickness of face sheets is equal to the 
edges of the hexagons in the core.  
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   The geometry of the reference elastic, homogeneous solid cylinder 
(Cylindrical Ring) was constructed as a circular ring with a mean radius of 1 meter and 
corresponding thickness. The 2-D, 3-radial periodic hexagonal structure (2-0-RH-3) 
shown in the Figure 2.5, is a modification of the 2-D, 2-radial periodic hexagonal 
structure (2-0-RH-2) with an additional hexagonal unit in the radial direction. The basic 
geometric construction principles remain the same. It can be seen the Figure 2.5 that as 
the number of units are increased in the radial direction greater the shape distorts from 
that of regular hexagon. The 2-0-RH-3 curved sandwich panel is expected to exhibit 
anisotropic behavior [3], [5] since with increase in number of radial units we obtain 
irregular shaped hexagons  
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: 2-0-RH-3 (left), 2-D Curved Sandwich Panel for Infinite Cylinder 
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   The First-Order periodic hierarchical hexagonal structure (2-1-RH-2) has 
three regular hexagonal units replacing three alternate vertices of each regular hexagonal 
unit (Figure 2.6) and is therefore different than previous 2-D structures. The sandwich 
core has been inspired from [33]. The thicknesses of both the hierarchical and regular 
honeycomb edges along with the face sheet thickness are kept the same. The choice of 
the vertices is inconsequential as a perfect hexagon has 2 planes of symmetry and result 
in the same configuration. For 2-1-RH-2 the ratio   was chosen as 3.0. The ratio   is 
defined as: 
 
Edge Lengthof regular Hexagon
Edge Lengthof hierarchical Hexagon
   
 
Figure 2.6 below shows the geometry of 2-1-RH-2. 
 
 
 Figure 2.6: 2-1-RH-2 (left), 2-D Curved Sandwich Panel for Infinite Cylinder 
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   The 3–D periodic, radial hexagonal spherical structure (3-0-RH-1) is 
shown in the Figure 2.7 (half sphere). The geometry for the 3–D structure was an 
extension of the 2–D circular pattern of periodic hexagonal unit cell sectors in the 2–D 
Euclidean space to 3–D Euclidean space. First, the desired pattern for the sphere was 
sketched, which is same as the 2–D sketch of the cylinder, in one-half of the 2–D 
sketching plane. In the next step the sketched half of the 2–D pattern was revolved 
around the axis of revolution completely in 360 degrees. The diagrams for 3–D spherical 
structures are presented in Figure 2.7. The elastic, homogeneous sphere is the 2–D 
circular ring revolved about axis of revolution in the three dimensional space. The 
hexagonal sphere and the elastic homogeneous spheres are constructed as Shell 
geometries rather than Solid geometries in ABAQUS.  
 
 
Figure 2.7: 2-D Sketching Details (left), 3–D View of180° Revolved Sketch (right) 
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   For the 3–D hexagonal structure a parametric study of acoustic scattering 
response has been conducted later for varying thickness of the face sheets. The mass for 
this parametric study has been kept constant by changing the thickness of the honeycomb 
core proportionally to the change in the thickness of the face sheets. The geometry still 
remains the same only difference that occurs in the assignment of the material to the 
structure where the thickness of the different parts is adjusted. 
 
2.2 Exterior Acoustic Domain   
 
 
Figure 2.8: Exterior Acoustic Domain, a = 1 m, b = 1.2m (for 2-D) 
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  The inner and outer dimensions ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively for the exterior 
acoustic domain are kept constant as shown in the Figure–2.8 for the different models. 
While placing the outer boundary of the exterior acoustic domain caution must be 
exercised as to its position, the reason being if outer dimension is at an inadequate 
distance incorrect results might be obtained.  
 
   To model the infinite acoustic region domain infinite elements are used on 
the outer boundary of the exterior acoustic domain. The response of the structure is based 
on the frequency content of the driver especially when there exists a coupling between a 
structure and fluid domain. The frequency driven response of structure domain can be 
divided among the following categories: 
 
1. Low Frequency – In this range the wavelength generated in the structure are 
shorter than the acoustic wavelengths. As a result the fluid interacting with the wetted 
surface of structure acts as added mass.  
 
2. Intermediate Frequency – In this range the wavelength generated in structures are 
of comparative size of that of acoustic wavelength. In this range the fluid external to the 
structure acts as an added mass as well as a damping medium where energy gets 
dissipated. 
 
3. High Frequency – In this range the wavelengths generated in the structure are 
larger than that of the acoustic wavelengths. In this range of frequency the fluid acts as a 
damping medium dissipating the energy in the structure. 
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   In order to maintain the consistency among observed results while 
comparing the acoustic characteristics of different structures, the inner boundary 
dimension is fixed at 1 ‘m’ distance from the geometric center of the structures. The 
dimensions for outer boundary were worked out rigorously by [35] for using Non-
Reflecting Plane Wave Impedance boundary condition. The convergence studies 
performed in [35] and investigation through literature [36], [37] support the premise that 
3 meters outer boundary dimension is far enough and confirm the acoustic parameters are 
not affected at the scattering surface.  
 
   In this work Acoustic Infinite elements of the tenth order are employed 
instead of Non-Reflecting Plane Wave Impedance boundary condition to model the 
infinite acoustic region. The infinite elements are more accurate than the Impedance 
boundary condition. The whole convergence study and different comparisons are 
presented in the fourth chapter. First the results were confirmed between the models 
employing Impedance boundary condition and those employing Infinite elements. Later 
the parametric study was carried out, to determine the shortest distance from the 
geometric center at which we can place the outer dimension of the exterior acoustic 
domain. The observations made from the different results showed insignificant deviation 
among themselves when the exterior dimension was reduced to a value of 1.2 meters. 
When the 3–D models we analyzed the outer boundary of exterior domain was placed at 
a distance of 1.3 meters. The distance was increased as a measure of caution because of 
change of Euclidean space from 2–D to 3–D. In addition, placing outer dimension as 
close to inner has advantage of smaller number of elements in domain and hence smaller 
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execution time for finite element models. For the three–dimensional finite element 
models the outer acoustic domain was constructed as a solid revolved around an axis of 
revolution similar to the procedures for the structural domains. Although the Euclidean 
space changed from 2 dimensional to 3 dimensional but the dimensions of inner 
boundary of the outer acoustic domain were kept constant at a distance of 1 meter. 
 
2.3 Inner Acoustic Domain 
 
   The inner acoustic domain was created to take into account the effect of 
interaction between the structure and the fluid contained inside the boundary of the 
structural domain.  The inner acoustic domains fill up the inner volume of the cylindrical 
structures. The dimensions for the outer radius of the different inner acoustic domains are 
different for different models. The dimensions of the outer radius for the inner acoustic 
domain in different models are dictated by the inner radius of the corresponding 
cylindrical structure. When the interior acoustic cavity is air, then for our frequency range 
of interest (0–1000 Hz) the effect of the interior acoustic domain on the exterior 
scattering solution was observed negligible. The effect of in-vacuou vs. inner acoustic air 
domain was observed in the parametric study conducted in [35]. The study conducted 
supports the view that air (low density fluids) inside the structure does not have a 
significant contribution on the scattering characteristics observed on the outer surface of 
structure. The diagram of the modeled inner acoustic domain is presented in Figure 2.8.  
The radius ‘R’ for the interior acoustic domain for different models is given in Table-2.1 
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Figure 2.9: Inner Acoustic Domain, ‘R’–Radius of the Inner Domain 
                           
 
        Table 2.1: Inner Acoustic Domain, ‘R’–Radius of the Inner Domain 
 
   For the 3–D case no inner acoustic domain was modeled. The reason for 
this was computational limitation. With addition of inner domain number of equations 
required to be solved increase resulting in larger time consumption. As stated earlier this 
decision was made in the light of the conclusions from the study done by Iyer [35] in his 
work, which shows that the difference in the results is insignificant especially as the 
frequency increases of the plane wave loading. 
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2.4 Acoustic Infinite Region 
 
   In the thesis we make use of Acoustic Infinite Elements instead of using a 
Non-Reflective Impedance Boundary Condition. ABAQUS does not provide an 
interaction for the Infinite elements like it does for the Impedance Boundary condition. 
While creating the Finite Element models therefore a separate part (ABAQUS 
terminology) is required. This part is referred to as the Acoustic Infinite Domain and then 
later Acoustic Infinite Elements are assigned to it, by different methods for different 
Euclidean space.  
 
   For two-dimensional structures/geometries the Acoustic Infinite Domain 
is modeled as a circular ring which is wireframe geometry. For three dimensional 
structures it is modeled as a hollow sphere but ABAQUS uses three-dimensional 
deformable Homogeneous Shell definition for creating this domain [37]. In both the two 
and three dimensional Euclidean spaces changes in the input file generated by ABAQUS 
for analysis are required to complete the definition of Infinite elements [37]. In the two 
dimensional case acoustic infinite section assignment does not work but for three 
dimensional it does work. In addition to that for the two dimensional case we need to 
assign the direction of the normal of the beam elements (beam orientation) since it is 
created as a wireframe geometry. The process of changing the input file is explained in 
detail in the appendix. These outer acoustic domains in conjunction with the acoustic 
infinite elements replicates an acoustic infinite region. The Figure 2.10 below shows the 
three-dimensional acoustic infinite spherical domain. 
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Figure 2.10: Cross–Section of Spherical Acoustic Infinite Domain 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
NATURAL FREQUENCY EXTRACTION 
 
 
  For the structures interacting with air, we expect the resonant frequencies 
for acoustic scattering to be nearly the same as the natural frequencies of the structure in-
vacuo, thus it is important to attain the natural frequencies of the structures. This chapter 
presents the procedures of natural frequency extraction of the structures which are then 
used for investigating the steady state dynamic behavior when subjected to a planar 
incident wave on their outer surface. 
 
    The phenomenon of free vibrations is manifested as natural frequency 
while the phenomenon of forced vibrations is manifested as resonance. The phenomenon 
of resonance is observed when the driving frequency of external excitation force or 
disturbance matches the natural frequency of the system. The natural frequency 
extraction problem [14], [37] is conducted as an eigenvalue extraction problem. The 
characteristic spatial distributions of vibrations corresponding with these natural 
frequencies are called the mode shapes.  
 
   The acoustic performance of the flat sandwich panels at the corresponding 
resonant frequencies of honeycomb panels were analyzed by Griese [8] modeled with 
regular hexagonal and auxetic honeycombs for one and two unit cells in the y-direction. 
Iyer [35] analyzed, the honeycombs arranged in a circular pattern. In his analysis, 
complete circular hexagonal and auxetic honeycomb structures were analyzed for their 
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natural frequencies and mode shapes, later used as excitation frequencies for the acoustic 
analysis. The orietntation as presented earlier was transverse in case of [35]. In this work 
we extract the natural frequencies for the 2–D and 3–D structures. The geometries of the 
various structures have already been presented. It should be noted that the structures are 
not fixed at any location. 
 
3.1 Natural Frequency Extraction 
 
3.1.1 Eigenvalue Approach 
 
   Natural Frequency extraction problem is approached as an eigenvalue 
extraction problem enabling us to obtain the natural frequencies of vibration. The 
eigenvalue problem for natural modes of small vibration is given as: 
 
       2 0 (1)M C K      
 
where  M  is the mass matrix, which is symmetric and positive definite in the problems 
of interest,  C is the damping matrix;  K is the stiffness matrix & may not be positive 
definite or symmetric;   is the eigenvalue–related to the natural frequencies; and   is 
the eigenvector—the mode of vibration. 
 
   The Eigensystem in equation (1) generally has complex eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. When no damping is present  C  = 0 and  K  is symmetric, the resulting 
system has real squared eigenvalues, 2  and real eigenvectors only. As a result   
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assumes an imaginary value, i  , where   is angular frequency and the generalized 
eigenvalue problem can be written as the following equation: 
 
     2 0 (2)M K    . 
 
  Modal analysis can be used to reduce a generalized multi degree of 
freedom system to equivalent single degree of freedom system. The orthogonal property 
of the modes shapes can be used to decouple the equations of motions. Since we have no 
damping in our model the general equation of motion can be written as:  
 
    0M X K X   
 
This equation can be uncoupled this equation by writing: 
 
X U  resulting in, 
    0 ( )M U K U a     
 
where   is known as the modal matrix and given as following: 
 
 1 2 3| | | ..... i      
 
and i  is the i
th normal mode of the system corresponding to the ith natural frequency. 
Since the normal modes are orthogonal to one another we can use this property and 
reduce the equation ( )a  to diagonal matrices. Pre-multiply the above equation (a) with 
T we obtain: 
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   ( ) ( ) 0T TM U K U       
 
where   
1
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 . 0 0
0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0
T
i
m
m
M
m
 
 
 
   
 
 
  
 and  
1
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 . 0 0
0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0
T
i
k
k
K
k
 
 
 
   
 
 
  
 
 
Using these orthogonal properties this equation can be expressed as an equivalent Single 
Degree of Freedom System equation as below: 
 
0 where 1,2,3...ni i i im u k u i    
 
    Where n is the number of modes. The natural frequency i  for a single 
DOF system without damping, having modal stiffness ik  and modal mass im  are related 
as: 
i
i
i
k
m
  . 
3.1.2 Element Size 
 
    The natural frequencies were extracted for each of the structure in the 
range of 1-1000Hz using ABAQUS 6.11. To have desired precision it is important to 
have finite element size sufficiently small especially for the higher frequencies. 
Thompson et. al.,[38] suggested at least 10 elements should be considered per smallest 
wavelength in order to capture the nature of wave with reasonable accuracy. Hence 
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element size is directly proportional to the wavelength, making it important to study 
different waves propagating in the structures. As mentioned in first chapter there are 
usually three types of waves propagating in a cylindrical structure which are Longitudinal 
Wave, Shear Wave and Bending Wave. 
 
   Among the three waves mentioned above, bending waves travel at the 
lowest speeds. This implies for same frequency range of interest for all structures bending 
waves carry smallest wavelengths because of direct relation between wave speed and 
wavelength. Hence appropriate mesh size for structure is chosen as per the bending wave 
speed. The bending wave speed depends on frequency, material and geometric properties 
of the structure and specified as: 
 
2
4
bending
EI
c
A


  
 
where E  is Young’s Modulus of material,   density of material,   is angular 
frequency, et  is the thickness of the element, eA D t  area of elements chosen for 
meshing the structure and   31
12
eI D t   is the area moment of inertia of the elements.  
 
   Substituting  bending bendingc f  and corresponding appropriate values we 
obtain the following expression in general for all structures: 
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96.7466 ebending
t
f
   
 
In the analysis procedure smallest bending wavelength will be encountered at highest 
frequency of interest that is 1000 Hz. Hence given as: 
 
min 3.0594 et   
 
From Thompson [38] we know at-least 10 elements per smallest wavelength are needed 
to capture the wave propagation properly, the number of elements needed for the 
structure will be provided as: 
 
. 0.30594 eNo of elements t  
 
The above equation shows the proportional relation between the number of elements 
needed and thickness of the element implying thinner the beam elements used larger the 
number of elements required to mesh the structure. 
 
   The following Table–3.1 explains the process of setting up of model for 
extraction of natural frequency for different 2–D structures listing the common 
parameters. 
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Table 3.1: Natural Frequency extraction model set-up for 2–D structures 
 
Domain 2-D Planar - Deformable 
Material Aluminum 
Density = 2700 kg/m3 
Young’s modulus = 71.9e9 Pa 
Poisson’s ratio = 0.33 
Structural Damping = 0.01 
Section Beam Section (Plane stress/strain thickness = 1 m) 
Beam 
Profile 
a (depth in z-direction) = 1 m 
b (thickness of beam element) = varies (depending upon the structure ) 
Mesh Beam elements: B22 (Standard, Quadratic, Beam element) 
Step 
1) ‘Initial’ Step – default 
2) ‘Linear Perturbation–Frequency’ Step – maximum frequency of interest: 
1000 Hz 
 
 
3.1.3 Natural Frequencies, 2-D Structures  
 
   The natural frequencies extracted by ABAQUS for the particular case of 
two dimensional homogeneous, elastic cylinder in the analysis range (1–1000) were 
examined and compared with those obtained for the same structure analytically. 
Thompson developed a MATLAB code for analytically evaluating the natural 
frequencies for a ring with unit depth, based on thin ring beam bending theory presented 
in [39] and [35]. The MATLAB code is presented in the Appendix. The expression used 
in calculation of the natural frequencies analytically is presented [39] below: 
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( 1)
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EI n n
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 




 
 
where, E  is the young’s modulus,   31
12
eI D t  is the area moment of inertia, D  is 
the depth (1 m), et  is the thickness of the element used,   is the mass density, R  is the 
radius of the ring, A  is the cross sectional area of the cylinder, n  is the mode number of 
vibration. 
 
   On comparing the natural frequencies for the first 20 modes of vibration 
lying in the frequency range of interest, of the homogeneous, solid, elastic cylindrical 
ring made of beam-elements obtained from ABAQUS to the analytical solution, the 
difference in the frequencies obtained was found to be lesser than 1%. The results for the 
natural frequencies of first few modes of vibration obtained by both the ABAQUS and 
analytical solutions are presented below in Table 3.2. A plot showing the same data is 
presented in Figure–3.1. 
 
Table3.2: Elastic cylindrical shell model - ABAQUS and analytical natural frequency comparison 
Analytical 
Frequencies (Hz) 
ABAQUS 
Frequencies 
(Hz) 
% 
Difference 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
6.991 6.991 0.008 
19.775 19.771 0.019 
37.917 37.904 0.033 
61.320 61.288 0.052 
89.955 89.888 0.075 
123.812 123.686 0.102 
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162.885 162.669 0.133 
207.174 206.826 0.167 
256.675 256.143 0.207 
311.389 310.609 0.250 
371.315 370.209 0.297 
436.453 434.93 0.349 
506.803 504.754 0.404 
582.364 579.665 0.463 
663.137 659.645 0.526 
749.121 744.675 0.593 
840.316 834.734 0.664 
936.723 929.801 0.739 
    
 
Figure 3.1: Analytical vs. ABAQUS natural frequencies for elastic cylindrical ring 
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   After the selection of proper element size for a refined mesh 
generation, the natural frequencies for all the different structures were extracted. The seed 
size (ABAQUS terminology) and corresponding number of elements respectively for 
different 2–D structures are as: Elastic Cylinder (0.02, 314 elements), 2-0-RH-2 
(0.00512, 10320 elements), 2-0-TH-3 (0.005, 8760 elements), 2-0-RH-3 (0.005, 14040 
elements), 2-1-RH-2 (0.0015, 42480 elements). Figure 3.2 provides the pictorial 
representation of mesh density used for extracting the natural frequency which was kept 
constant for frequency response too. 
 
Figure 3.2: Mesh density used in the different models 
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   The elements used as stated earlier in Table 3.1 are B22 which are 
standard, quadratic, in-plane beam elements. The nature and the number of elements 
provide good accuracy for the range of interest for the analysis (1–1000 Hz). The mode 
shapes of the structures corresponding to different extracted natural frequencies were also 
analyzed. For all structures different flexural and dilatational modes of vibration were 
observed at the corresponding frequencies and modes of vibrations. For the different two 
dimensional structures the first fifteen natural frequencies corresponding to both the 
flexural modes and dilatational modes of vibration are listed below in the Table–3.3. The 
complete list of natural frequencies for all the structures in the range of 1-1000 Hz is 
presented later in the Appendix. 
 
Table3.3: First 15 Natural frequencies of all structures 
No. 
Circular Ring 
(Hz) 
2-0-RH-2 
 (Hz) 
2-0-RH-3  
(Hz) 
2-0-TH-3 
 (Hz) 
2-1-RH-2  
(Hz) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 6.991 36.076 29.591 41.235 40.148 
3 19.771 70.691 56.559 95.08 80.605 
4 37.904 103.19 81.786 150.36 118.73 
5 61.288 134.57 106.17 150.37 155.42 
6 89.888 165.37 130.11 204.66 191.24 
7 123.686 195.87 153.8 257.71 226.53 
8 162.669 226.23 177.31 309.67 261.44 
9 206.826 256.54 200.67 360.75 296.07 
10 256.143 286.83 221.82 411.11 330.44 
11 310.609 317.13 223.81 447.27 364.56 
12 370.209 347.41 246.68 460.87 379.32 
13 434.93 377.65 269.12 510.11 398.4 
14 504.754 407.79 288.82 558.89 431.9 
15 579.665 409.02 290.97 607.23 455.16 
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   An important thing was noticed regarding the natural frequencies 
extracted after the first natural frequency at 0 Hz. The remaining natural frequencies 
within the range of interest corresponding to the flexural modes of vibration were 
extracted in pairs of two of approximately the same value. The difference between these 
values is lesser than even 0.001%. On the other hand the natural frequencies 
corresponding to the dilatational modes of vibration were extracted as a single value. This 
was observed for all the two dimensional structures studied. Since we are calculating the 
real valued eigenvalues with symmetric stiffness matrix the reason for these 
approximately same frequencies may be attributed to the fact that the meshes generated 
on the structures are not completely identical. This is supported by [37] which mention 
that, one cannot ensure that ABAQUS/CAE will generate a symmetric mesh for a 
symmetric part or part instance. In this work for the two dimensional structures only the 
one value occurring in pair has been reported. The Figure–3.3 plots the natural 
frequencies of the different structures investigated. 
  Figure 3.3 shows the way the natural frequencies of the different structures 
vary in the analysis range as well as the variation of their natural frequencies 
corresponding to different modes of vibration can also be seen. As shown above the 
natural frequencies of a structure are proportional to its stiffness and inversely 
proportional to mass. Hence for a constant mass the ratio of natural frequencies of two 
structures is proportional to the ratio of square root of their stiffness. 
 
 
 
 
 
1 1
2 2
Structure Structure
Structure Structure
Natural Frequency Stiffness
Natural Frequency Stiffness
 
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 
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Figure 3.3: Natural Frequencies within analysis range for all structures 
 
Figure 3.4: Zoomed-In Natural Frequencies for 2-Dstructures under 500 Hz 
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   A plot with zoom in has been presented above in the Figure–3.4. From the 
plots in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 we can observe that natural frequencies vary with respect to 
each other as the mode numbers change. From Figure 3.4 we observe that elastic cylinder 
is the least stiff among all for a frequency of approximately 200 Hz. The arrangement of 
the core geometry has an effect on mechanical properties as shown in the figures above. 
The hexagons arranged transversely (2–0–TH–3) is stiffer than the ones arranged 
radially. Also as evident from the list presented in the Appendix it has the least number of 
mode shapes among the honeycomb core geometries. Among the cylindrical structures 
that have hexagonal core geometry 2–0–RH–3 is the least stiff throughout the range of 
analysis (0–1000 Hz). But at the same time we observe the maximum. As presented in 
[33] the hierarchical honeycomb (2–1–RH–2) core geometry is stiffer than the regular 
one (2–0–RH–2) and is evident in the Figures above. But this trend is dependent upon 
modes of vibration for this structure itself in the range of interest. Again from the 
complete list presented in the appendix and the Figure–3.3 we observe that approximately 
around 910 Hz the regular hexagonal geometry becomes stiffer than hierarchical. This 
might be because the smaller honeycombs of the core start deforming around this value.  
 
   The homogeneous elastic ring itself becomes stiffer than all the radial 
honeycomb geometries at around 375 Hz but flexible than the transverse orientation still. 
At around the 610 Hz the homogeneous elastic ring shows the stiffest behavior among all 
the different two dimensional structures. 
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3.1.4 Natural Frequencies, 3-D structures  
 
   Because of the computational limitations, when the study/analysis of 
structures is extended to three dimensional Euclidean space, determination of the element 
size for meshing without losing the accuracy of results was one of the most significant 
problem encountered. Two parameter studies were carried out for both the homogenous 
elastic shell and hexagonal core geometry (3–0–RH–1) sphere.  
 
   While studying the natural frequencies for the homogeneous sphere 
convergence study was done to verify the mesh size; one with fine mesh having a seed 
size of 0.009 and 304,872 elements and a coarse mesh with 28,306 elements. The 
elements employed for both the analyses were STRI65; a 6-node triangular thin shell, 
using five degrees of freedom per node. The difference was observed for two cases in the 
values of the natural frequencies but was less than 1% as shown in Table 3.4. As 
mentioned for the two dimensional structures here also we observed repeated values of 
natural frequencies which are approximately the same. But in this case of three 
dimensional sphere the numbers of the repeated frequencies were observed to increase as 
the higher frequencies were gained in the analysis process. Table 3.4 lists the first twenty 
five natural frequencies observed with the two meshes within the frequency range of 
interest (1-1000 Hz) for the homogenous sphere. Figure 3.5 shows the fine mesh 
generated on the homogeneous shell. 
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Figure 3.5: Fine mesh generated on homogeneous shell 
 
 
 Table3.4: Natural frequencies for 3-D elastic shell with coarse and fine mesh 
Frequencies Coarse 
Mesh (Hz) 
Frequencies Fine 
Mesh (Hz) 
595.43353 595.43347 
595.43353 595.43347 
595.43353 595.43347 
595.43353 595.43347 
595.43353 595.43347 
707.31781 707.31775 
707.31781 707.31775 
707.31781 707.31775 
707.31781 707.31775 
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707.31781 707.31775 
707.31781 707.31775 
707.31781 707.31775 
752.0321 752.03198 
752.0321 752.03198 
752.03217 752.03198 
752.03217 752.03198 
752.03217 752.03198 
752.03217 752.03198 
752.03217 752.03198 
752.03217 752.03204 
752.03223 752.03204 
774.76581 774.76569 
774.76581 774.76569 
774.76587 774.76569 
774.76587 774.76569 
 
Figure 3.6: Natural Frequency comparison for fine and coarse mesh homogenous shell 
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   Similar to the 3–D homogenous, elastic shell a mesh convergence for the 
three dimensional hexagonal core sphere was also carried out. Four spheres with a 
honeycomb sandwich panel a) 0.03 seed size and 167,708 quadratic elements (STRI65), 
b) 0.015 seed size and 622962 linear elements (S3) c) 0.008 size and 2,217,415 linear 
elements and d) 0.008 size and 2,217,415 quadratic elements were investigated. Elements 
S3: A 3-node triangular general-purpose shell, finite membrane strains elements. The 
Figure–3.7 below shows the meshes generated on the spherical (3–0–RH–1) honeycomb. 
The type of element chosen (linear or quadratic) influences the results.  
 
Figure 3.7(a): Coarse mesh generated on Hexagonal Sphere (3–0–RH–1) 
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Figure 3.7(b): Fine mesh generated on Hexagonal Sphere (3–0–RH–1) 
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   Table–3.5 below presents the first twenty natural frequencies obtained 
with these different meshes mentioned on the previous page.  
Table 3.5: First 20 Frequencies for various mesh elements on Hexagonal Sphere (3–0–RH–1) 
2,217,415 
Linear  
(Hz) 
2,217,415 
Quadratic 
(Hz) 
167,708 
Quadratic 
(Hz) 
622962  
Linear  
(Hz) 
447.1358 445.7192 445.7283 450.5364 
447.2356 445.7220 445.7732 450.7367 
494.2915 492.5302 492.1706 499.3444 
535.8654 534.8422 534.7021 537.0074 
535.8851 534.8426 534.7094 537.0411 
540.9918 538.6920 538.3358 547.1230 
541.0452 538.6922 538.3743 547.1416 
571.2617 567.9975 567.0853 579.3505 
571.3410 567.9993 567.1173 579.6572 
579.8985 574.8232 572.2913 595.3410 
629.0585 620.1497 614.7047 641.8233 
629.1355 624.6545 622.9425 641.8710 
629.2128 624.6565 623.0287 647.3986 
640.8608 638.2744 637.5269 647.6964 
640.9864 638.2792 637.5434 656.6201 
649.2064 645.9332 645.4437 658.2582 
649.2874 645.9379 645.4664 658.3038 
667.6064 663.5069 656.0143 677.8077 
667.6570 663.5085 661.9962 678.1288 
675.2284 663.5771 662.0063 711.2717 
 
    It is evident from the Table–3.5 that quadratic elements provide the best 
accuracy. From observation we confirm that quadratic elements even though less 167,708 
provide almost the same accuracy as with 2,217,415 quadratic elements as compared to 
same number of linear elements in the mesh, except for a few frequencies. From the list 
presented in the Table–3.5 we also observe that number of natural frequencies extracted 
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were also different for different number of elements used. Since the six thousand 
elements they are ignored in the Figure–3.8. 
 
Figure 3.8: Comparison of frequencies extracted with different meshes on 3–0–RH–1 
   The plot above gives a better qualitative view regarding the accuracy of 
the different meshes. In the beginning at lower natural frequencies all the meshes are 
consistent with each other. As the higher mode shapes are encountered with higher 
natural frequencies the results start deviating between the different meshes. As visible 
from tabular data the quadratic elements provide more consistent as the blue plot starts 
deviating more and more with higher modes. So from observed data it is decided that for 
the Acoustic Scattering Steady State Analysis natural frequency sweep will be used from 
the 2 million quad elements while number of elements to mesh the hexagonal sphere will 
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be one hundred thousand quadratic elements. As mentioned earlier we observe repeated 
values in natural frequencies with three dimensional hexagonal spheres too. In the 
observed range of interest the hexagonal spheres showed repeated values in pairs of two 
not exactly the same but a very close value to each other in contrast to the elastic 
homogenous sphere where we observe repeated values exactly same and greater than 
pairs of two. 
 
   In addition to the above two cases effect of changing the face sheet 
thickness on the structure was studied. Nan Shan [5] studied the effect of and presented 
that the bending stiffness of the honeycomb panel was dependent on both the thickness of 
the face sheets used and the height of the core or lattice structure (distance between lower 
surface of top face sheet to upper surface of lower face sheet). Nan Shan [5] presented 
that the bending stiffness was face sheet dependent as following: 
3
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where ,f cE E  are Young’s Modulus of face sheet and effective Young’s Modulus of core 
geometry respectively, ,f c   are Poisson’s ratio of face sheet and effective Poisson’s 
Ratio of core geometry  respectively. Assuming the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s 
Ratio of face sheet and core geometry to be equal ( ,E  ) we obtain, 
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   Above equation shows that the bending stiffness of such a panel is same as 
that of a regular beam about its centroid. The equation states that on increasing the 
thickness of the face sheets we will observe the structures becoming stiffer. Table–3.6 
gives the first twenty natural frequencies for the homogenous elastic shell and various 
spherical hexagonal structures (3–0–RH–1) with different face sheet thicknesses followed 
by Figure–3.9 with a plot. The plot gives the qualitative comparison of the stiffness 
among the different structures. 
 
Table 3.6: First 20 Natural Frequencies of various Three Dimensional Structures 
Elastic Shell FS–1.4 mm FS–2.0 mm FS–2.5 mm FS–3.0 mm 
595.433472 445.719238 508.420502 548.90094 582.266235 
595.433472 445.721954 508.421112 548.910645 582.276428 
595.433472 492.530182 549.215637 575.657227 590.176392 
595.433472 534.842224 558.275574 575.668396 590.189331 
595.433472 534.84259 558.276733 578.596924 598.587524 
707.317749 538.691956 617.782104 665.886597 639.143677 
707.317749 538.6922 617.782837 665.900574 687.336609 
707.317749 567.997498 627.182495 669.284424 694.593689 
707.317749 567.999268 627.186218 669.306213 696.965637 
707.317749 574.823181 637.562134 670.440063 696.981873 
707.317749 620.149719 669.935547 695.204895 710.037903 
707.317749 624.654541 673.80481 695.213745 710.060913 
752.031982 624.656494 673.805237 703.439697 712.086975 
752.031982 638.274414 691.327209 722.133911 712.090637 
752.031982 638.279236 691.329468 735.195496 714.661194 
752.031982 645.933228 696.584473 735.226074 718.364136 
752.031982 645.937927 711.506958 739.038086 732.713257 
752.031982 663.506897 711.509949 739.592529 737.143494 
752.031982 663.508484 721.448547 739.598511 742.224792 
752.032043 663.577087 723.485779 743.836975 742.411072 
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Figure 3.9 (a): Comparison of Natural Frequencies of different 3D structures 
 
Figure 3.9 (b): Zoomed portion of Natural Frequencies of different 3D structures 
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   From the above figures we observe the behavior of the different structures. 
Since the stiffness of a structure is proportional to the natural frequency of a structure 
which means higher the natural frequency more stiff is the structure. The stiffness of the 
structures is not constant instead varies depending on the frequency range. First 
according to the equation (c) we observe that for the constant mass the stiffness of the 
hexagonal structure (3–0–RH–1) increases with increase in the thickness of the face 
sheet. This increase in the stiffness of the hexagonal sphere is observed only for the lower 
modes of vibration. To keep the mass constant the thickness of the core lattice structure is 
reduced proportionately which is the reason structures become less stiff. As we progress 
towards the higher natural frequencies. The core lattice structure starts deforming and 
modes of vibration due to the core geometry start appearing. And thinner the core easier 
it is to deform the structure.  
 
   Homogenous structures behave completely different in three dimensional 
structures as compared to two dimensional. In Figure–3.4 we observed that the elastic 
ring was more flexible at lower modes of vibration and became stiffer as higher modes of 
vibration were observed. Whereas in three dimensional space Figure–3.9(b) the elastic 
shell shows stiffer behavior than hexagonal sphere at lower modes of vibration and 
becomes more flexible at higher modes of vibration. In contrast to the 2–D elastic ring 
the homogenous shell has maximum number of modes of vibration among all the three 
dimensional structures. From the Figure–3.9 (a) and (b) we find that when both the core 
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lattice structure and face sheets have the same thickness of 1.4 mm we obtain an increase 
in the natural frequencies at a constant rate. So if the structure is to be used in dynamic 
conditions of varying frequencies same thickness throughout will be the wisest choice for 
the entire range of frequency variation.  
 
3.2 Mode Shapes 
 
   As mentioned earlier; the characteristic spatial distributions of vibrations 
associated with corresponding natural frequencies are called mode shapes. It can be 
observed in the next chapter, that in a steady state acoustic response, the mode shapes 
play a critical role. A significant difference is observed in the results if the mode shapes 
are not captured properly. This is because of the coupling between the structure and the 
acoustic domain. The mode shape which is coupled with the acoustic domain is 
responsible for redirecting the wave energy flux. The redirection of this energy occurs 
because of presence of localized regions of non–uniformity on the surface and the energy 
is redirected along the normal to the surface. This is the reason study of mode shapes is 
very important in analyzing and understanding the scattered wave characteristics. 
 
   In the natural frequency extraction process we observed two types of 
mode shapes 1) Flexural Mode and 2) Dilatational Mode. According to Fahy [14], during 
the flexural mode of vibration, at any point on the inner and outer surfaces of the 
structures, the surfaces deform in the same direction. Whereas during the dilatational 
mode of vibration, the overall structure either expands or contracts when compared to its 
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base state, i.e. deformation of the surfaces is in opposite direction with respect to each 
other. Dilatational mode of vibration is also sometimes referred to as ‘breathing’ mode. 
The Figure–3.6 below presents the base state of the structure and corresponding first 
flexural and dilatational mode of vibration for cylindrical ring, two dimensional regular 
and hierarchical hexagonal structure (2-0-RH-2 and 2-1-RH-2 respectively). 
 
 
Figure 3.10: First flexural and dilatational mode of vibration of 2D structures 
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   In the convergence studies carried out in [35], it is shown that when the 
inner acoustic domain is air (low density) and the outer domain is water (high density), 
air does not contribute significant effect towards the scattering results. Although when 
the outer domain is the same as air, then small perturbations appear which can be 
attributed to the fact that air is contained within a constrained boundary (insignificant 
enough to ignore still). In accordance with the convergence studies done in [35] natural 
frequencies for the inner and outer acoustic domains were not extracted. The significant 
contributions for acoustic scattering response arise from the structural resonance and 
coupling. Similar to two dimensional structures the flexural and dilatational modes of 
vibration for three dimensional structures were also studies. Some of the vibration modes 
for 3–D elastic shell with base state as sphere are presented in the Figure–3.11 below. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: First 8 Modes of Vibration of 3D Elastic Shell 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING RESPONSE 
 
 
   The objective of the thesis is to study the scattering behavior of different 
structures at boundary of one meter from geometric center of structure when subjected to 
an incident plane wave loading. Scattering is a general physical process where some form 
of radiations such as light, sound or moving particles are forced to deviate from a straight 
trajectory by one or more paths due to localized non-uniformities present in the medium 
through which they pass [40]. Scattering can also be defined as smearing of propagation 
directions, resulting from the reflection from a rough surface. In conventional use, it also 
includes deviation of reflected radiation from the angle predicted by the law of reflection. 
The reason for scattering of sound waves is the disruption of incident wave fronts by 
present impedance disparities or impedance mismatches in the space. For instance when 
an incident plane wave strikes a body in its path there exists a scattered wave in addition 
to an undisturbed incident wave, spreading out from the obstacle in all directions, 
distorting and interfering with the incident plane wave.   
 
   Scattering depends on two parameters wavelength and the geometrical 
shape of the scatterer/obstacle/particle. The process of scattering particularly for 
electromagnetic radiations is divided into three domains based on the dimensionless 
parameter   which is defined as [40] 
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2 r


  
 
where r  is the characteristic length (radius) and   is the wavelength of the radiation. 
Based on   these domains are: 
 
 1 : Rayleigh Scattering (small compared to wavelength) – The upper limit for this 
domain is usually taken to be about 1
10
 of the wavelength. 
1  : Mie scattering (about the same size as wavelength) 
1 : Geometric scattering (much larger than wavelength) 
 
A dominant feature in many scattering phenomenon is that, except when resonances are 
excited, lower frequencies scatter much less than high frequencies.   
 
   Scattering behavior of different 2-D cylindrical structures both reference 
and hexagonal as well as 3-D spherical structures is investigated. Measuring the 
parameter Target Strength (TS) at different locations in the near field specified in the 
Figure–1.8 is the purpose of this analysis. The co-ordinates and other details are 
presented the figure itself. Also the parameter of directivity of the nodes lying on surface-
acoustic interface at the scattering surface is investigated for first few natural frequencies. 
Target Strength and Directivity both these parameters are studied for two different 
outside acoustic domains of air and water in the scattered wave region. To help 
understand the phenomenon of scattering and physics behind the solid-acoustic 
interaction, Scattering from a sphere is presented. On the sphere is imposed a rigid 
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boundary condition. The setting up of models in the ABAQUS has been presented later in 
the section 4.2. 
 
   Prior to proceeding with the analyses two factors were meditated upon and 
made certain whether to be used in the different ABAQUS models. The first factor 
considered was, 1) Deciding to use Acoustic Infinite Elements. Instead of the Non-
Reflecting Absorption Impedance Boundary Condition. The second factor considered 
was, 2) Deciding the outer dimension of the outer acoustic domain. The reason for 
playing with these factors was to obtain as accurate results as possible while making the 
size of the Finite Element Models as small as possible to reduce the computational time 
required. The results for the reference elastic, homogenous, solid cylinder and regular, 
two dimensional radial hexagons (2-0-RH-2) cylindrical structure were observed. After 
validation it was decided to use the more accurate Acoustic Infinite Elements enabling to 
reduce the outer dimension from three meter to 1.2 meter for two dimensional and 1.3 
meter for three dimensional outer acoustic domain. 
 
4.1 Scattering from a Sphere with Rigid Boundary 
 
   The following case of scattering from a rigid boundary is examined to 
understand more precisely what does phenomenon of scattering mean physically. 
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Figure 4.1: Scattering from a rigid body. 
 
   In Figure-4.1 we have an obstacle/scatterer S  with nˆ  normal vector with 
a plane wave IP  incident on it. The magnitude of the incident wave is given by. 
 
 ( )i k r tIP Pe a
   
 
where k  is defined as k
c

  is known as the wavenumber, c  is the velocity of sound,  r  
is the direction of propagation of the plane wave and   is the angular or radian 
frequency. The natural frequency nf   is given as 2 nf  . 
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   The total sound field around the scatterer will be composed of two 
pressure fields, one the incident wave and the other is scattered field. That is 
 
T I SCP P P   
 
   as shown in Fig-4.1. SCP  is the pressure in scattered field and IP  is defined 
as given in equation  a . The objective here is to determine SCP  for the given IP  and 
scatterer.  The existence of scatterer can be expressed conceptually as spatially 
distributed impedance mismatch. Taking the special case when the scatterer is rigid, 
implies that the component of velocity, normal to scatterer surface is 0. That is 0nU   
along the normal direction nˆ  on S . 
 
   The governing equation for acoustic sound wave is a second order linear 
partial differentiation equation given as follows: 
 
 
 
 
2
2
2 2
,1
, 0
P r t
P r t b
c t

  

 
 
   where  ,P r t  is the pressure dependent on both space and time and is 
separable as function of both space and time as seen from equation  a . The solution 
assumed is 
     , i tP r t P r e c . 
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and                               
 
     
2
2 2
2
,
,i t
P r t
P r e P r t d
t
 

   

. 
   Substituting the equations  c  and  d  in equation  b  gives the time-
independent solution. The resulting time-independent equation is expressed as following: 
 
   
2
2
2
0P r P r
c

    
 
   where k  is defined as k
c

  and known as the wavenumber, c  is the 
velocity of sound,  and   is the angular or radian frequency. On substituting k
c

  in 
the above equation we obtain the Helmholtz equation: 
 
     2 2 0P r k P r e    
 
 
Substituting the total pressure in Helmholtz equation (e) for our case we obtain: 
 
2 2 0T TP k P    
  
   The linearized Euler equation relates pressure in acoustics with velocity. 
The linearized Euler equation is analogous with Newton’s Second law for compressible 
fluid and for our case with a total pressure TP  can be expressed as below: 
 
T
v
P
t


 

. 
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   We have the Rigid boundary condition 0nU   along the normal direction 
nˆ  on S . Using the above Euler equations on S , Rigid boundary condition can be 
written as: 
| 0T on SP   
 
   The above condition considering that the fluid is inviscid can be written as 
following:  
ˆ | 0T on SP n    
 
 
   which expresses that we are considering the velocity in direction of nˆ  or 
perpendicular to S . This means the fluid particle velocity perpendicular to the surface 
has to be 0. This further gives: 
 
  ˆ 0I SCP P n    . 
 
Substituting equation (a) we obtain: 
 
( )
ˆ ˆ
ˆ( . )
SC I
I
i k r t
P n P n
P
n
Pi k n e  
    

 

 
 
   Here,  ˆ cosk n k i   and if scatterer is a sphere with radius a  then 
 cosk r k a ii   . We find that velocity has two terms. One is associated with  i   
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and other is associated with  ii . If 1ka  or the wavelength is large than scatterer size 
then 
( )i k re   can be approximated by (1 cos )i k a  . This means that the first term is 
oscillating and therefore is like radiating sound in space. On the other hand due to second 
term the scattered field resembles that of a breathing sphere behavior. 
 
4.2 Model set-up in ABAQUS  
  
   The Figure–4.2 represents the general assembly model set–up in 
ABAQUS. 
 
Figure 4.2: General model set-up in ABAQUS. 
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   The above figure represents the model set-up for studying the scattering 
behavior of different structures at boundary of one meter for the two dimensional 
structures. The incident wave travels from source point towards the stand-off point. The 
pressure amplitude of the incident plane wave remains constant throughout the frequency 
range of 1-1000Hz at the value of 1 Pa. Figure-4.2 provides information for the location 
and arrangement of different parts of the models relative to each other and the Global 
Coordinate System. The set-up of model remains the same for the three dimensional 
structures, the only difference that occurs is that the geometry/parts are spherical instead 
of circular shape of two dimensional structures. 
 
4.2.1 Domains 
 
   In the Figure 4.2 the entire assembly and the different parts are shown 
clearly for a two dimensional structure. For the two dimensional models we include inner 
acoustic domain made of air to replicate the real scenario as closely as possible since two 
dimensional models are not very big. The dimensions of the inner acoustic domain as 
mentioned earlier change in accordance with the inner dimension of the structure. The 
dimensions of the outer acoustic domain are fixed at inner radius at one meter and outer 
dimension at 1.2 meter after carrying out a convergence study. The infinite acoustic 
region is modeled as a wireframe cylinder connected to the outer edge of the outer 
acoustic domain. For the outer acoustic and infinite acoustic region the material is 
changed between air/water depending upon the objective.  
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   The same arrangement is observed for the three dimensional finite element 
models except that the domains are spherical now instead of circular for two dimensional 
models. In case of three dimensional models no inner acoustic domain is used in order to 
reduce the size of the model and thereby reducing the computation time. Also the 
elements are tried to be kept linear instead of quadratic for above reason.  
 
   For two dimensional models the structural domain is discretized by using 
the Standard B22 elements which are quadratic, 3 node beam elements. For the 
discretizing inner acoustic domain AC2D3-Standard, acoustic, two dimensional, 
triangular, 3 node linear elements are used while for the outer acoustic domain keeping 
precision in mind AC2D6- Standard, acoustic, two-dimensional, triangular, 6 node 
quadratic elements are used. The acoustic infinite domain’s discretization is done by 
using ACIN2D2, Standard, acoustic, continuum infinite element, two dimensional, 2-
node linear elements. Thompson et.al. [38] recommends using 10 elements per smallest 
acoustic wavelength encountered during the analysis.  As a result the mesh size is chosen 
as in following couple of paragraphs.  
 
   The incident wave for entire frequency range of 1-1000 Hz has constant 
unit amplitude and scatters back into the acoustic domain. Considering water in the outer 
acoustic domain, speed of sound in water is given by water
water
water
K
c

  , where waterK  is 
the bulk modulus of water = 2.2 GPa, water  is the density of water = 1000 kg/m3. Thus, 
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speed of sound in water is 1483.24 m/s. Using relation, 
c
f
   , where   is the 
wavelength and f  is the frequency of the sound. For our analysis, max 1000f   Hz. Thus, 
min
1483.24
1.483
1000
    m. For 10 elements per smallest wavelength, the maximum 
element length should be 0.1483 meter.  
 
   Switching air for water in the outer acoustic domain with bulk modulus = 
1.42e5 Pa and density of 1.2 kg/m3, we obtain 343.996airair
air
K
c

  m/s. The smallest 
wavelength will be encountered at maximum frequency of 1000 Hz. By using relation, 
c
f
   we obtain
min
343.996
0.343
1000
m   . For a minimum of 10 elements per smallest 
wavelength, an element size of maximum length 0.0343 meter is recommended. To be on 
the safer side, we shall choose this to be 0.03 m. 
 
   The size and all other parameters remain same for the three dimensional 
case except that the elements used to mesh the domains are three dimensional. The outer 
acoustic domain in all the 3–D cases is meshed with AC3D4 Standard, acoustic, three 
dimensional, tetrahedral, 4 node linear elements. The structural domain is meshed with 
STRI65 Standard 6-node triangular thin shell, using five degrees of freedom per node 
elements. The infinite acoustic domain in three dimensional models is discretized by 
using ACIN3D3: Standard acoustic, three node, linear, continuum infinite elements. 
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   Different sets for nodes are created in the ‘part’ domain in order to request 
data for the acoustic analysis. This data will be used during post-processing for 
evaluating performance of all structures. The sets generated are a) Node Set for all the 
nodes belonging to the solid-fluid interface b) Node Set for the Front Near Node (1, 0),  
c) Node Set for the Front Far Node (1.2, 0) d) Node Set for the Back Near Node (-1, 0), 
e)Node Set for the Back Far Node (-1.2, 0). For the three dimensional models the 1.2 
meter is changed to a value of 1.3 meter. 
 
4.2.2 Section and Material Properties 
 
   The material properties are assigned to different parts in ABAQUS by the 
assignment of sections in Property Module. For acoustic domains in two dimensional 
finite element models solid, homogeneous section with a plain stress/strain thickness of 
one meter was created with the corresponding materials of air or water as per the analysis 
being carried out. A beam section was created for all the structural domains whether 
hexagonal units and the reference homogeneous cylinder in accordance with the 
properties defined above in the Table 3.1. These sections are then assigned through 
‘Section Assignment’ in Property Module. For the structure domains in the two 
dimensional models in addition to assigning the materials the orientation of the beams is 
also assigned. The profile of the beams assigned to the structure is also assigned in the 
Property module. The beam section are presented in Table–3.1. The properties of the 
different acoustic materials and waves traveling in them are presented below: 
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Table 4.1: Acoustic medium materials and their property definitions 
Material 
Wave 
Definition 
Speed of sound in fluid 
(m/s) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Bulk Modulus 
(Pa) 
Water Planar 1483.24 1000 2.2e9 
Air Planar 343.996 1.2 1.42e5 
 
 
   For the three dimensional case the acoustic domain uses the homogenous 
solid sections properties as that for two dimensional case. In case of the three 
dimensional the structural domains are assigned a homogeneous shell section with 
corresponding properties for solid or hexagonal domain. The thickness of the shell 
elements are changed. In the three dimensional cases we do not assign any type of 
orientation or profiles to the structure material sections.  
   The assignment of material properties in Property module have been 
presented in the section 2.4. The details of the section assignment are covered in the 
Appendix. 
 
4.2.3 Analysis Steps 
 
   In the ABAQUS Step module we define the type of analysis that we desire 
to perform. We are interested in the steady state response for the scattering phenomenon 
so a ‘Steady State Dynamics – Direct’ analysis step is selected for the frequency range of 
1-1000 Hz to study the scattered wave characteristics. The data for the natural 
frequencies is used from the natural frequency extraction step carried out in Chapter 3. 
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Step 1: Initial – ABAQUS default step 
Step 2: Steady State Dynamics–Direct – Loading step, with linear scale from 1-1000 Hz 
 
   Natural frequencies extracted in the Chapter 3 are used in this step for the 
frequency sweep input with twenty numbers of points lying between two natural 
frequencies along with a bias parameter of 2. Significance of the bias parameter is that it 
is used to capture greater number of frequencies near the natural frequency of structure. 
This results in a refined acoustic performance near the natural frequency of structure as 
compared to frequency lying between two consecutive natural frequencies. 
 
4.2.4 Output 
 
   Acoustic Pressure (POR) is the output that is requested at the desired node 
sets from those mentioned in the Section 4.3.1. Acoustic performance of the structures 
and all the post processing is evaluated on the basis of this output request of quantity 
POR. 
 
 4.2.5 Interaction Properties 
 
   For the propagation of a plane acoustic wave through a specific fluid of 
density an interaction property is defined. This information is later used to define the type 
of incident wave, the speed of propagation of the wave and the density of the fluid 
through which the wave passes. This information is presented above in the Table 4.1. 
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4.2.6 Amplitude 
 
   Amplitude toolset is used to define the amplitude of the incident plane 
wave on the structures over the range of frequency span. The parameters used for the 
amplitude are STEP time the minimum frequency, maximum frequency and the value of 
amplitude. ABAQUS uses interpolation between the provided frequency values and uses 
the interpolated value for the wave at that particular frequency. The Amplitude remains 
constant for our analysis throughout the whole range Tabular option is used for defining 
the Amplitude as below. 
 
Table 4.2: Amplitude definition for the analysis 
Span Frequency Amplitude 
Minimum 0 1 
Maximum 1000 1 
 
 
4.2.7 Interactions  
 
4.2.7(A) Incident Wave 
 
  In the analyses carried out we do not have a load defined separately 
instead two separate interactions for Incident Wave are described in the ‘loading’ step. 
The incident wave properties are defined in accordance with the properties defined in 
Table–4.1. As per the ABAQUS Documentation [37] source point for the two 
interactions are selected at Reference Point (RP) – 1 (same for both interactions), while 
the stand-off point is selected at RP-2 (same for both interactions). The incident surfaces 
where the wave strikes are different for the two interactions, the outer surface of the 
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structural domain and the inner surface of the acoustic domain respectively. Both the 
incident waves are defined as ‘Pressure’ waves, with wave properties mentioned in the 
Table–4.1. These properties are specified in the ‘Interaction Properties’ module. The 
‘Reference magnitude’ for definition of incident wave is used as unity. The ‘Amplitude’ 
section defines a unit real value for the amplitude of wave at the stand-off point. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Incident Wave interaction set-up in ABAQUS. 
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4.2.7(B) Non-reflecting Boundary  
 
  For initial studies carried out for comparison a circular non-reflecting, 
absorbing impedance at the outer edge of the outer acoustic domain is defined. The value 
of the radius for this non-reflecting boundary condition corresponds to the outer radius of 
the outer acoustic domain. The reason for using the non-reflecting absorbing impedance 
is avoid reflection of the scattered wave off the outer edge and back into the acoustic 
domain thereby simulating an infinite acoustic domain. In the later analysis for the 
models the non-reflecting boundary condition is replaced by Acoustic Infinite Elements 
which are more accurate. 
 
4.2.8 Constraints  
 
  To simulate the coupling between the structural and acoustic domains two 
‘surface-to-surface’ tie constraints are defined at the two structural interfaces both inner 
and outer. The ‘Master Surface’ for both occasions, is chosen as the structural surface 
while the ‘slave surface’ is considered the acoustic surface. The surfaces and constraints 
under consideration are: 
 
Table 4.3: Different Tie Constraints Used 
 Master Surface Slave Surface 
Tie-1 Structural domain – Outer surface Outer Acoustic domain – Inner surface 
Tie-2 Structural domain – Inner surface Inner Acoustic domain – Outer surface  
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   Similarly a constraint is created for tying the infinite acoustic domain to 
the outer acoustic domain. For this third constraint the outer acoustic domain is 
considered as the master surface while the infinite acoustic domain is considered slave 
surface. The rules and guidelines for deciding and determining the master and slave 
surfaces are available in the online ABAQUS documentation [37]. The Figure – 4.4 
shown below presents the tie constrain between structure and the outer acoustic domain. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Tie constraint between structure and outer acoustic domain. 
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   The procedure of setting up the Finite Element model in ABAQUS for 
three dimensional structures is similar to the above described procedure with appropriate 
changes described in the corresponding sections that require them. The main changes that 
are observed in the setting up of three dimensional structures are in the construction of 
the parts, assigning the material properties to these parts and meshing the parts with 
appropriate elements. 
    
   After the completion of set-up of the model in ABAQUS model tree final 
step is creating Job for a particular model. The analysis for the particular job 
corresponding to specific model is executed for analysis. The results by default are stored 
by ABAQUS in its default work directory, the folder ‘C:\Temp’. The option ‘Set Work 
Directory’ in File menu can be used for changing the location of the working directory. 
Every time new ABAQUS session is executed the location of work directory needs to be 
updated. 
 
4.3 Acoustic Infinite Elements 
 
   Acoustic infinite elements are used typically for boundary value problems 
defined in unbounded domains or the problems where the area/region of interest is small 
in comparison to the size of surrounding medium. The continuum infinite elements 
available in the ABAQUS library are specifically provided for modelling the problems 
involving far–field regions. As a result usage of the acoustic infinite elements provides 
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results that are more accurate in comparison to those provided by the impedance 
boundary condition.  
 
   As the acoustic infinite elements are provided specifically for far field 
region, using them enables to reducing the size of the outer dimension of the outer 
acoustic domain to 1.2 meter from three meters. The results are presented in the later 
section of the convergence study carried out. This capacity of the acoustic infinite 
elements is very useful. The time required for analyzing a model is directly proportional 
to the size of the finite element model which in-turn is proportional to number of 
nodes/equations in the model. Reducing the outer dimension of outer acoustic domain 
without compromising the accuracy of results is very beneficial. It proves more 
advantageous as the models turn to three dimensional space from two dimensional. The 
results supporting and justifying the use of acoustic infinite elements are presented 
below. 
 
   The 2–D homogeneous cylinder simulated using beam-elements is chosen 
to compare the results and validate the use of the acoustic infinite elements. The 
convergence study for reduction of outer dimension of outer acoustic domain is carried 
out with both homogeneous ring and 2–0–RH–2. First the results are compared for the 
acoustic infinite elements and impedance boundary at three meter as per the 
recommendation by ABAQUS documentation [37] and the convergence study performed 
by [35]. Later the results are compared for acoustic infinite elements with outer 
dimension at three meter and which is decreased to a size of 1.2 meter for outer acoustic 
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domain. The models are set-up as explained in the section 4.2 only the appropriate 
changes are made in the respective models i.e. using acoustic elements or non-reflecting 
impedance boundary condition. For the case of varying the outer dimension the source 
point is always kept at the outer dimension of the outer acoustic domain.   
 
4.3.1  Outer Domain–Air  
 
Figure 4.5: TS @ (1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension @ 3meter.. 
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Figure 4.6: TS @ (-1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension @ 3meter.. 
 
   From Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 presents the plot of Target Strength for 
models employing acoustic infinite elements and non-reflecting impedance boundary 
condition. The plots are show that Target Strength for the two conditions are similar for 
both cases at the front and the back of the cylinder. Observation of the above Figures 
helps us conclude that the acoustic infinite elements are accurate for the required 
condition and can be used to replace Impedance boundary condition. Now we observe 
whether the same holds when the outer domain is changed from air to water. 
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4.3.2  Outer Domain–Water  
 
Figure 4.7: TS @ (1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-3m 
 
Figure 4.8: TS @ (-1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-3m 
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   Similar to the case of air we can see from the above Figures 4.7 to 4.8 that 
when the outer domain is water the Target Strengths are similar for the acoustic infinite 
elements and the impedance boundary condition both at the front and back of the 
structure.  
 
4.4 Convergence Study of Outer Domain Size 
 
   Having seen that acoustic infinite elements are accurate, now we study the 
convergence of the Target Strength for an outer dimension of 1.2 meter for the case when 
we use acoustic infinite elements. The outer domain b/w air and water, the structure b/w 
homogeneous cylinder and radially arranged two hexagons (2–0–RH–2) are varied. 
4.4.1  Outer Domain–Air (Homogeneous Cylinder) 
 
Figure 4.9: TS @ (1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2m & 3m 
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Figure 4.10: TS @ (-1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2m & 3m 
 
   The directivity of the homogenous elastic cylinder modeled with beam 
elements for the natural frequencies on the scattering surface for Acoustic Infinite 
Elements with outer dimension of outer acoustic domain at a distance of two meter and 
three mere were studied too. The plots for the parameter directivity of the first three 
lowest natural frequencies are presented below. The outer domain has the material 
properties of air as the outer acoustic domain from Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.11: Directivity Plot @ 6.94 Hz with Acoustic Infinite Elements & homogeneous cylinder 
 
Figure 4.12: Directivity Plot @ 19.64 Hz with Infinite Elements & homogeneous cylinder 
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Figure 4.13: Directivity Plot @ 37.66 Hz with Infinite Elements & homogeneous cylinder 
Below are Figures for Target Strength with Infinite elements & different distances. 
 
Figure 4.14: TS @ (1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m 
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Figure 4.15: TS @ (-1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m 
   From the above figures and plots of both directivity and Target Strength 
we can conclude that the Acoustic Infinite Elements are accurate with outer domain as 
Air and structure as Homogenous Elastic cylinder upto a distance of 1.2 m. For similar 
conditions it might be possible to reduce the distance of outer dimension of the outer 
domain to further towards the geometric center of the structural domain. 
 
4.4.2  Outer Domain–Water (Homogeneous Cylinder) 
 
   In the following pages we will study the effect with outer domain 
considered is water and structure is homogeneous elastic cylinder. 
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Figure 4.16: TS @ (1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2m & 3m 
 
Figure 4.17: TS @ (-1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2m & 3m 
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   Below are presented the directivity plots for the lowest three natural 
frequencies for the homogenous cylinder with air as outer domain.at 2 meter and 3 meter. 
 
Figure 4.18: Directivity Plot @ 6.94 Hz with Acoustic Infinite Elements & homogeneous cylinder 
 
Figure 4.19: Directivity Plot @ 19.64 Hz with Infinite Elements & homogeneous cylinder 
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Figure 4.20: Directivity Plot @ 37.66 Hz with Infinite Elements & homogeneous cylinder 
Below are presented plots for water and infinite elements at 2, 1.5 and 1.2 meters. 
 
Figure 4.21: TS @ (1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m 
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Figure 4.22: TS @ (-1, 0) for Homogeneous Cylinder, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m 
   The above cases studied have shown that for a homogenous cylinder 
irrespective of the outer domains material properties (low density or high) the acoustic 
infinite elements are accurate upto a distance as small as 1.2 meters from the geometric 
center of the structure. For the homogeneous structure it might be even possible to reduce 
the boundaries to a smaller distance. 
 
4.4.3  Outer Domain–Air (2–0–RH–2) 
   Now we will study whether the acoustic infinite elements are as accurate 
as seen for the homogenous structure irrespective of the structure. Here also we will 
consider both front and back and both air and water as outer domain. 
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Figure 4.23: TS @ (1, 0) for 2-0-RH-2, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m for air 
 
Figure 4.24: TS @ (-1, 0) for 2-0-RH-2, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m for air 
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4.4.3  Outer Domain–Water (2–0–RH–2) 
 
Figure 4.25: TS @ (1, 0) for 2-0-RH-2, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m for water 
 
Figure 4.26: TS @ (-1, 0) for 2-0-RH-2, Outer Dimension-2, 1.5 & 1.2m for water 
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   In the above figures the Target Strength seems to follow the same pattern 
but in a zoomed view we find that there is a deviation in the results when the outer 
dimension is reduced from 1.5 meter to 1.2 meter. The zoomed in figures for front and 
back end are presented below. 
 
Figure 4.27: TS @ (1, 0) (left half) & (-1, 0) (right half) for 2-0-RH-2, @ 2, 1.5 & 1.2m for water 
 
   From the above studies we see that the structure and the outer domain 
properties both contribute towards deciding the accuracy of the acoustic infinite elements. 
From the above convergence study carried out we can assign the infinite elements safely 
at a distance of 1.2 meter from the geometric center of the structures for two dimensional 
finite element models. On the basis of the above convergence study and keeping caution 
in mind while making transition to the three dimensional Euclidean space the outer 
dimension of the outer acoustic domain will be fixed at a distance of 1.3 meter from the 
geometric center of the structure. 
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4.5 Inner Acoustic domain: Air vs. In-Vacuo condition 
 
   The effects of inner acoustic domain on the results were studied by 
Iakovlev et. al. [41] for transmission of acoustic waves into the inside acoustic domain 
and come through the body of the structure to the outside domain. The effect was also 
studied by [35] for scattering performance of the structure. It was found in his work that 
the inner acoustic domain had only minor perturbation in the Target Strength only at the 
natural frequencies of inner acoustic domain. This justified modeling the inner domain as 
in-vacuo but to simulate a more real-world situation inner domain was modeled as air, as 
a result compromising computational time required for analysis.  
 
   For this work as mentioned previously while working in the 2–D space the 
inner domain is modeled as air to simulate the real world situation but on making a 
transition to the 3–D space use of in-vacuo condition is made so as to reduce the size and 
thereby computational time required for the model.  
 
4.6 Scattering Response: 2–D Elastic Structures 
 
  As per the previous sections using Acoustic Infinite Elements and outer 
acoustic domains outer dimension as 1.2 meter the scattering models were set-up for 
outer domain as both air and water. After the fixing the parameters and models the 
acoustic scattering target strength at the desired locations in the acoustic domain of the 
structures was extracted.  
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   For post- processing the results Matlab was used. To calculate the Target 
Strength a reference pressure 
52 10refP Pa
   is used. The following results are obtained 
for outer acoustic domain as air and water both and at the same time all the cases employ 
air as the inner acoustic domain. 
 
4.6.1 Effect of Hexagon Orientation 
4.6.1.1 Air 
 
Figure 4.28: Comparing Target Strength @ (1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
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Figure 4.29: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
 
   In the Figures 4.28 and 4.29, Target Strengths have been plotted at the 
front and back nodes on the scattering surface of the outer acoustic domain as Air, 
according to the illustration presented in the Figure–1.8 for the three 2-D structures. In 
the plots presented above it is evident there are more resonances in the hexagonal 
structures till around 850 Hz and at higher frequencies, the homogeneous cylinder 
experiences more perturbations. It can be seen that the resonances are most prominent in 
2-0-TH-3 as compared to the other two geometries except for at a few frequencies in the 
range of interest. 
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    The above graphs shed light on the influence of the orientation of the 
hexagons on the scattering behavior. The above trends lead to conclusion that scattering 
is reduced when the unit cell hexagons are oriented radially. This observation can be 
attributed to the fact that the radial geometry has smoother curvature lacking corners and 
as observed producing above results. Another observation that can be made is that 
although the resonances are more pronounced in the 2-0-TH-3 geometry but the constant 
variation is more in the other structures and are small in magnitude. The reason for this is 
2-0-TH-3 geometry being stiffer than the other two structures in the frequency range of 
interest has fewer natural frequencies hence fewer resonances.   
4.6.1.2 Water 
 
Figure 4.30: Comparing Target Strength @ (1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.31: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
   In the Figures 4.30 and 4.31, Target Strengths have been plotted at the 
front and back nodes on the scattering surface of the outer acoustic domain as Water, 
according to the illustration presented in the Figure–1.8 respectively. In the plots 
presented above it should be noted that there is difference in the properties of acoustic 
media outside and inside the structures. As a result the resonances are much more 
pronounced in the plots when outer acoustic domain is changed to water. The Target 
Strengths for the two hexagonal structures both at front and back node are almost in the 
same range except for when the resonant frequencies are encountered. The average 
Target Strengths for the hexagonal structures increase and decrease in comparison to that 
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of Homogenous cylinder over the frequency sweep. At the back node up-till around 400 
Hz the circular ring has lower Target Strength than the hexagonal structures and after that 
higher. Whereas at the front node the Homogenous cylinder (Circular Ring) compared 
with Hexagonal structures has lower Target Strength till 100 Hz, then increasing in 
magnitude till around 450 Hz afterwards again decreasing till 850 Hz and finally again 
increasing till 1000 Hz.   
 
4.6.2 Effect of No. of Units of Hexagons 
4.6.2.1 Air 
 
Figure 4.32: Comparing Target Strength @ (1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
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Figure 4.33: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
4.6.2.2 Water 
 
Figure 4.34: Comparing Target Strength @ (1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.35: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
 
   The above Figures from 4.31 to Figure 4.35 show that the general trend 
exhibited by the two structures is very similar in that they follow each other very closely. 
The difference is observed in the number of the resonances that are exhibited by the two 
structures. When the outer domain is air large number of resonances with small amplitude 
are visible in three units 2-0-RH-3 both at front and back. This is expected as in the 
frequency range of interest three units have larger number of modes of vibration 
compared to the structure with two hexagonal units. When the outer domain is made up 
of water some of the modes of vibration are suppressed and hence are not observed 
because of the added mass of water and damping effect. The resonances exhibited by the 
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2-0-RH-3 are lower in magnitude compared to those observed in the structure 2-0-RH-2. 
Since the three unit cells has lower natural frequency (lower stiffness) therefore the mode 
shapes are suppressed to a greater extent for three units. In addition in the scattering 
response of 2-0-RH-3 structure we observe slight shift in the resonances in comparison to 
the 2-0-RH-2. 
 
4.6.3 Effect of Hierarchy 
 
4.6.3.1 Air 
 
Figure 4.36: Comparing Target Strength @ (1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
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Figure 4.37: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
4.6.3.2 Water 
 
Figure 4.38: Comparing Target Strength @ (1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.39: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1, 0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
 
   The general trend as can be observed from the Figure 4.35 to Figure 4.39 
is same for both the structures. Similar to the case with the increase in the number of unit 
cells in the structure introduction of hierarchy also increases number of 
resonances/perturbations. This also due to the fact that the hierarchical structure has 
higher number of modes of vibrations than the regular structure. The magnitude of 
resonances exhibited by the hierarchical structure is dependent on the mode of vibration. 
In general the magnitude of Target Strength at resonances is higher for hierarchical 
structure other than for a few modes of vibrations. In addition for a hierarchical structure 
we observe a shift in the resonances of the scattering response when compared to the 
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regular structure. With the increase in the frequency content of the incident wave the 
resonances observed are very small in magnitude. These resonances observed are due to 
the modes of vibration of the hexagonal core geometry rather than the complete curved 
sandwich panel. Since these mode shapes are of the core hence the acoustic wave is 
scattered less. These observations made are not general but restricted to the frequency 
range of interest. 
 
4.7 Scattering Response: 3–D Elastic Structures 
 
   In this section the scattering response of 3–D structures is studied.  
4.7.1 Air 
 
Figure 4.40: Comparing Target Strength @ (1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
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Figure 4.41: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
4.7.2 Water 
 
Figure 4.42: Comparing Target Strength @ (1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.43: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
   In the plots presented from Figures–4.40 to Figure–4.43 the Target 
Strength of the hexagonal sphere (3–0–RH–1) is found to be greater than the 
corresponding homogenous elastic shell. This is observed throughout the range of 
frequency of interest except for a few resonances where the magnitude of scattered 
pressure drops below. This can be attributed to the mode shape of the structure at that 
particular frequency and might be uniform as compared to the others and the scattering 
hence observed is not significant.  
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   The magnitude of the perturbations/resonances observed in the Target 
Strength plots depend on the properties of outer acoustic domain. For the homogenous 
sphere when the outer domain is air (low density) the magnitude of Target Strength is 
low up–till a frequency of about 600 Hz and after that it rises. In contrast when the outer 
domain is water (high density) the magnitude of Target Strength increases with 
resonances appearing. This is because the first mode of vibration for the homogenous 
sphere occurs at 595 Hz and when the outer domain is air the following mode of 
vibrations scatter the incident wave. When the outer domain is instead water the modes of 
vibration of the sphere are suppressed due to added mass and damping, therefor not a 
significant change in scattering occurs and a more uniform Target Strength plot. It is 
visible in the various plots that the number of resonance occurring are higher in the 
hexagonal sphere which is more clearly visible with outer domain as water. Although the 
number of modes of vibration extracted are higher for the homogenous sphere but they 
are identical for it as compared to the vibration modes of the hexagonal sphere and hence 
the number of perturbations greater in the Target Strength plots of the hexagonal 
structure (3–0–RH–1).  
4.8 Effect of Face Sheet Thickness on Acoustic Scattering 
 
   We have already seen in the third chapter that increasing the face sheet 
thickness of the sandwich panel of (3–0–RH–1) the natural frequency of mode of 
vibration is increased making the structure stiffer but as higher modes of vibrations are 
encountered the structure becomes flexible. In this section we will face sheet’s thickness 
effect on the acoustic scattering while keeping mass constant for the hexagonal sphere.  
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4.8.1 Air 
 
Figure 4.44: Comparing Target Strength @ (1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
 
Figure 4.45: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
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   It can be observed that for a lighter acoustic medium changing the 
thickness of the face sheets does not have a significant effect on the scattering response 
of the structure. We observe the difference in the resonances but the overall behavior 
remains the same. 
 
4.8.2 Water 
 
   Due to large number of perturbation occurring in the Target Strength plots 
for different face sheets will be plotted one by one. 
 
Figure 4.46: Comparing Target Strength @ (1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.47: Comparing Target Strength @ (1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
Figure 4.48: Comparing Target Strength @ (1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.49: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
Figure 4.50: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.51: Comparing Target Strength @ (-1,0,0) Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
   As observed in the case when outer acoustic domain is air (low density) 
for the case of water also there is not a significant change in the magnitude of Target 
Strength. The observed difference is in the shifting of the resonances or perturbations in 
Target Strength. Therefore we can conclude that changing the face sheet thickness of the 
structure does not affect the acoustic properties of a structure. This is in accordance with 
the analytical expression derived in Section 4.1 for rigid body which states that the 
magnitude of the scattered pressure component is dependent on the wavelength of the 
incident acoustic wave and radius of the impedance/scatterer in wave propagation. 
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4.9 Scattering from Top and Bottom of Hexagonal Sphere 
 
   The sketch of the hexagonal 3–D sphere is symmetric but the revolution of 
the sketch around its axis results in a non-symmetric structure. This asymmetry is 
examined by studying the scattering at top and bottom vertices in vertical direction. In the 
3–D structure the plane wave is incident from ‘X’ direction, with plane wave fronts 
perpendicular to X axis in YZ plane as per the adopted coordinate convention.  
 
Figure 4.52: Symmetrical Target Strength Comparison of 3–0–RH–1 Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
 
   The following figure shows the Target Strength Comparison for the outer 
domain of water at the symmetrical positions. 
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Figure 4.53: Target Strength Comparison of 3–0–RH–1 Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
   In the above two figures it can be seen that the Target Strength is different 
at the two different positions. The other fact is that the difference in the two positions is 
more pronounced in the case when outer domain is water. The reason for this difference 
in these two positions is the mode shape. The higher mode shapes as shown below are not 
symmetrical completely. The difference in the mode shape scatters the plane wave in 
different amount. The mode shape as stated earlier is not affected or altered a lot by the 
low density material as in case of air, so the scattering at two resembles more closely to 
each other in case of air. While in the case of water the mode shape is influenced or 
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altered to a greater extent and correspondingly the scattering response of these two 
positions. 
 
 
Figure 4.54: Last mode shape of 3–0–RH–1 in the frequency range of interest 
   It can be noted the mode shape is not symmetrical about a plane rather 
unsymmetrical. A close observation it reveals it is reflection of coordinate about the 
origin or the center of the sphere.  
 
4.10 Scattering of Wave along Y axis in 3–D 
 
   In this case the wave is incident from a direction perpendicular to the 
previous that is the Y direction to study the scattering. The positions that will be studied 
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are the front and back of the sphere relative to the wave same as the previous case. But in 
absolute global coordinate are (0,1,0) and (0,-1,0) for front and back positions 
respectively. The scattering from these positions will be compared with those 
corresponding to wave from X-axis. 
 
   The following figures show the comparison of the Target Strength for the 
hexagonal sphere at the front and back of the plane wave for outer domain as air followed 
with outer domain as water. 
 
 
Figure 4.55: Comparing Target Strength at front Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
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Figure 4.56: Comparing Target Strength at back Outer Acoustic Domain–Air 
 
Figure 4.57: Comparing Target Strength at front Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
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Figure 4.58: Comparing Target Strength at back Outer Acoustic Domain–Water 
 
   From Figure 4.55 to Figure 4.58 we observe a difference in the Target 
Strength plots of the structure depending on the direction of the plane wave. The reason 
for the difference arises because the hexagonal sphere is asymmetrical from the two 
directions. Also the mode shapes are different and not symmetrical which combined with 
the plane wave produces different response. As can be seen in the case of air this 
response is not very different whereas in the case of water the response is more amplified. 
It can also be observed that for water the Scattering response is lesser in magnitude for 
wave along Y axis than the wave along X axis. The difference can be attributed to the 
orientation of the pockets of empty space generated as a result of revolution of the sketch 
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in conjunction with the mode shapes generated at different frequencies of the incident 
plane wave. In case of the wave incident along X axis the pockets across to the other end 
of the sphere while in case of Y axis wave the pockets are in same plane without going to 
the other corner in the sphere. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
 
   In the different analyses that are carried out in this thesis we studied the 
scattering response of the various honeycomb core geometries. The Target Strengths of 
the different core geometries were compared to investigate the effects of orientation of 
honeycombs along with variation of number of unit cells and hierarchy in the core 
geometries on the scattering characteristics of the different structures. The accuracy of 
the results was improved by utilizing the acoustic infinite elements rather than the non-
reflecting impedance boundary conditions. The honeycomb core geometries are 
investigated for two dimensional cylindrical structures and for three dimensional 
structures. The comparison are also made between the homogenous and honeycomb 
structures for both the cylindrical and spherical structures. 
 
   In the second chapter of the thesis different honeycomb core geometries 
have been developed including the change in the orientation of the honeycombs. This 
geometry has been later used as a base model for introducing variations in the panels in 
terms of number of units and hierarchy. The goal to make honeycomb panels as circular 
as possible helped us in comparing analytical solutions that are available for homogenous 
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cylindrical structure. The additional same total mass of structures constraint was enforced 
to compare structures on basis of stiffness. 
 
   In the chapter three natural frequencies of the structures in the interest 
range of 1-1000 Hz are compared. The comparison provides the insight into the relative 
stiffness of the structures. The honeycomb cores arranged transversely are stiffer than the 
radially arranged honeycomb cores including the hierarchical geometry in the analysis 
range. The radially arranged honeycomb cores are stiffer than the homogeneous cylinder 
up-till a frequency of 375 Hz while the transversally oriented honeycomb core geometry 
is stiffer till higher frequencies and eventually for higher modes circular ring becomes 
most stiff among all the structures. Among the radially oriented honeycombs the 
hierarchical structure has higher natural frequencies except for the last few modes of 
vibrations. The hierarchical structure also exhibits larger number of modes of vibrations 
compared to the regular geometry. In the frequency range of interest the least stiff 
honeycomb core is 2-0-RH-3 among all except for a few lower natural frequencies. It is 
interesting to observe that this structure has maximum number of mode shapes in the 
frequency range of interest, even more than the hierarchical geometry core. The reason is 
that the limitation to frequency range of interest. If the frequency range of interest is 
increased to higher value the natural frequencies because of the hierarchical structure will 
be visible.  
 
   For three dimensional natural frequency case the results are reversed. 
While comparing the spherical homogenous and hexagonal structure it is found that 
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homogenous shell has higher natural frequencies for lower modes of vibrations than 
hexagonal structure and at higher modes lower natural frequencies. This is opposite of 
what is observed on comparing cylindrical homogenous and hexagonal structures. The 
cylindrical homogenous ring has lower natural frequencies for first few modes of 
vibrations and as higher modes are obtained it has higher natural frequencies 
corresponding to these modes compared to the hexagonal structures. Also the parametric 
study of the effect of face sheet thickness was carried out. It was observed making the 
face sheet thicker for the same total mass of the structure, made the structure stiffer for 
lower modes of vibration whereas for higher modes of vibration it was the natural 
frequencies were reduced in comparison to one with lesser face sheet thickness. 
 
   In the fourth chapter of the thesis the scattering characteristics of the 
different structures are observed based on orientation of the honeycombs and number of 
units in the core. Prior to comparing the scattering characteristics of the structures the use 
of acoustic elements has been made and the results are compared which justify the 
reduction of the outer dimension of outer acoustic domain to a value of 1.2 meters and 
1.3 meters for two and three dimensional structures respectively. This reduction helps in 
computational reduction especially for 3–D geometries. 
 
   The magnitude of Target Strength depends on the frequency range of 
interest that is being considered and the properties of the outer acoustic domain. Another 
parameter that influences the Target Strength measured of the structures is whether it is 
measured at the front or at the back of the structure. One of the observations made is that 
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the measured Target Strength is more pronounced when the outer domain has a higher 
density such as water. This because of the fact that mode shapes are affected to a greater 
extent by the acoustic medium of higher density in comparison to acoustic medium of 
lower density. The above studies also confirm that the lower frequencies scatter less than 
the higher frequencies in general except when the resonance condition is exhibited by the 
structure. The general scattering behavior of the hexagonal structures as expected is 
different than the predicted scattering pattern of the homogeneous structures.  
 
   The observations are made in correspondence with the effect of 
arrangement of the hexagons show that with the transverse orientation of hexagons 
incident acoustic wave is scattered more compared to that by the radial orientation. This 
can be attributed to the face that the surface of the transverse orientation is less smooth in 
comparison to the radial orientation. As stated in the results section changing the number 
of unit cells results in more number of resonances in the scattering response of the 
structure. This is because the three unit cells structure has lager number of modes of 
vibrations than the two unit cells structure. Increasing the number of unit cells for same 
total mass results in lower natural frequencies for corresponding modes hence the 
magnitude of resonances is also diminished when outer domain has higher density. Also 
shift in the resonances in the scattering response for the three unit cells structure is 
observed in comparison to the two units. 
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   The general trend for Target Strength is same for both the hierarchical and 
regular structures. With the introduction of hierarchy in the structure we observe an 
increases in the number of resonances/perturbations. It is due to the fact that the 
hierarchical structure has higher number of modes of vibrations than the regular structure. 
Except a few modes of vibrations magnitude of Target Strength at resonances is higher 
for hierarchical structure and a shift in the resonances of the scattering response is 
observed when compared to the regular structure. With the increase in the frequency 
content of the incident wave the resonances observed are very small in magnitude. These 
resonances observed are due to the modes of vibration of the hexagonal core geometry 
rather than the complete curved sandwich panel. Since these mode shapes are of the core 
hence the acoustic wave is scattered less. 
 
   For the three dimensional structures the Target Strength from the plots we 
observe that the magnitude of Target Strength of the homogenous sphere is lower than 
the hexagonal sphere for low density acoustic medium. For an acoustic medium with high 
density the Target Strength of the two structures is approximately in the same range with 
larger number of perturbations observed for the hexagonal structure. The effect of 
changing the face sheet thickness for the structure was also studied. No significant 
differences were observed in the Target Strength plots of the structures, except a few 
perturbations as per the modes of vibrations exhibited by the structure amplifications and 
shifting of the perturbations in the plots of different structures. 
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5.2 Future Work 
 
1. One of the first possibilities will be to change the criteria of comparison from 
same total mass to stiffness. In the same total mass of the structure criteria, the 
change can be made to same overall mass distribution over the structure too. 
2. The frequency range for the analyses performed in this thesis is 1-1000 Hz. This 
range is not able to capture the perturbations due to smaller edges in the structure 
especially for hierarchical structure. It will be interesting to study their behavior 
in the higher frequency range of interest. 
3. Alternative geometries can be worked out for the radial and transverse 
orientations of honeycomb core geometries especially for the hierarchical 
structures and their scattering characteristics can be investigated. 
4. In future the parameter ‘  ’ determining relationship of size of different hexagon 
orders can be varied and its effect on the mechanical and acoustic properties of 
the structure can be studied. 
5. The dimension of boundary where scattering response is studied can be changed 
and the influence of the scattering boundary on the characteristics can be 
determined. 
6. The effect of change of number of unit cells in the circumferential direction of the 
sandwich panel can another interest. 
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APPENDICES 
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A) MATLAB Code for Edge Length of Regular Hexagon and Thickness 
of Zero Order Honeycomb Geometry 
 
clc 
clear all 
format long; 
% In the next three lines we get parameters from user to define the geometry. 
n_r = input('enter the number of hexagon units you want radially: '); 
r_out = input('enter the value of outer radius of the ring: '); 
n_c = input('enter the number of units you want circumferentially: '); 
% In the next line we calculate the length of the edge of regular hexagon using the formulation provided in 
the Chapter 2 Geometry Section. The factor of 1.5 is used to ensure the arc of symmetry passes through the 
center of the hexagon. 
edgelength=(r_out* tan((pi)/n_c))/((1.5* tan((pi)/n_c)*n_r)+ cos(pi/6)) % The next line calculates the angle 
covered by one unit cell sector. 
th = atan((edgelength* cos(pi/6))/(r_out-1.5*n_r*edgelength)) 
% Next line after converting the angle into degrees is used to ensure that the resulting geometry resembles 
close to a circular geometry. The ratio is used calculates the parameter described in the section. Later the 
inner radius is calculated for the panel. 
thd = th*(180/pi); 
ratio = ((sin(th))/th); 
r_inner = r_out-(3*n_r*edgelength); 
fprintf('Outer Radius Of Ring = %d Inner Radius = %d Angle Theta = %d and Ratio is = %d \n', r_out, 
r_inner, thd, ratio); 
% From here onwards we start calculations to find the thickness of the geometry. Next three lines calculate 
the slopes of three edges of the hexagon which will be later used to calculate location of points on the 
irregular hexagon. 
m_1 = tan((pi/2)-th); 
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m_2 = tan((5/6)*pi); 
m_3 = tan(pi/6); 
% Next two for loops calculates the locations of points of the hexagon on one side (right) using the 
symmetry of the hexagon. The first loop calculates the location of the points up and down for the number 
of units desired radially. 
for i = 1:n_r     
    c_1 = (r_out-0.5*edgelength)-(i-1)*3*edgelength; 
    c_2 = (r_out-2.5*edgelength)-(i-1)*3*edgelength; 
    Point_Up(i,1) = c_1/(m_1-m_2); 
    Point_Up(i,2) = m_1*Point_Up(i,1); 
    Point_Down(i,1) = c_2/(m_1-m_3); 
    Point_Down(i,2) = m_1*Point_Down(i,1); 
End 
% Next loop arranges the location of the points in the matrix Points for one half of the hexagon using the 
symmetry of geometry. 
count = 1; 
for i = 1:n_r 
    for j = 1:2 
        Points(count,1) = 0; 
        Points(count,2) = (r_out-((i-1)*3*edgelength))-((j-1)*0.5*edgelength); 
        count = count+1; 
    end 
    Points(count,:) = Point_Up(i,:); 
    count = count+1; 
    Points(count,:) = Point_Down(i,:); 
    count = count+1; 
    for j = 1:2 
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        Points(count,1) = 0; 
        Points(count,2) = ((r_out-2.5*edgelength)-((i-1)*3*edgelength))-((j-1)*0.5*edgelength); 
        count = count+1; 
    end 
end 
% The next loop calculates the length of the each segment of the hexagon for half side of it. 
count = 1; 
t =1; 
for i = 1:n_r 
    for j = 1:5 
        seg_length(t,1) = sqrt(((Points(count+1,1)-Points(count,1))^2)+((Points(count+1,2)-
Points(count,2))^2)); 
        count = count+1; 
        t=t+1; 
    end 
    count = count+1; 
end 
% The next loop is used to calculate the total length of the one unit cell which will be later used to compare 
with the length of Iyer’s [35] geometry 2-0-TH-3 and further calculate the thickness of the structure. 
count = 1; 
TL = 0; 
for i = 1:n_r 
    for j = 1:4 
        TL = TL + 2*seg_length(count,1); 
        count = count + 1; 
    end 
    count = count + 1; 
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end 
% The next line adds the length of the face sheets of the unit sector and to the lengths of the hexagonal 
structures.  
My_Length = TL + 2*th*(r_out+r_inner); 
Transverse _Length = 0.3854; 
Thickness_ Transverse = 0.0015; 
My_Thickness = (Transverse _Length*Thickness_ Transverse)/My_Length 
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B) MATLAB Code for comparing mass of Honeycomb geometry 
analytically against results from ABAQUS. 
% The mass of the structure is calculated assuming edges of the hexagons as thin beams in the wireframe 
geometry thereby facilitating us in replacement of the revolved unit as ring around the midpoint of the edge 
length. 
format long; 
clc 
R_in = 0.92045626490685905; % Midpoint of the edge attached to lower face sheet.  
R_out = 0.992768751355169; % Midpoint of the edge attached to outer face sheet. 
R_side = 0.9567216522254459; % Midpoint of the side edge of hexagon. 
R_in_line = 0.934889105431931; % Midpoint of the edge attached to side edge at lower point. 
R_out_line= 0.978281144309155; % Midpoint of the edge attached to side edge at upper point. 
% Since we 120 units therefore in a quarter we have only 30 hexagon units and we use this symmetry to 
minimize the calculations and double it later when accounting for the total length of the structure. 
% In the next two loops we calculate the angle of the each of the edge in the quarter starting 0 degree from 
the first quadrant according to the convention. 
for i = 1:30 
    Radial(i,1) = (i-1)*3; % Angle for edges attached to face sheets. 
end 
Radial_side = Radial+1.5; % Angle for the side edges of the hexagon. 
% Since the edges attached to the R_in And R_out edges are 2 and the midpoint of these edges lie at same 
radius and the these two consecutive midpoints of these edges of a hexagon are 1.5 degree apart so 
calculating these angles.    
for i = 1:60 
    Inner(i,1) = 0.755841451910435+(i-1)*1.5; 
    Outer(i,1) = 0.744501320968086+(i-1)*1.5; 
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End 
% From here on till the next comment calculating the length of the whole structure. 
Length_of_in_on_sphere = 0; 
Length_of_out_on_sphere = 0; 
Length_of_in_on_line = 0; 
Length_of_out_on_line = 0; 
Length_of_side_line = 0; 
for i = 2:30 
    Length_of_in_on_sphere = Length_of_in_on_sphere + 2*2*pi*R_in*cosd(Radial(i,1)); 
    Length_of_out_on_sphere = Length_of_out_on_sphere + 2*2*pi*R_out*cosd(Radial(i,1)); 
    Length_of_side_line = Length_of_side_line +2*2*pi*R_side*cosd(Radial_side(i,1)); 
end 
Length_of_in_on_sphere = Length_of_in_on_sphere + 2*pi*R_in*cosd(Radial(1,1)); 
Length_of_out_on_sphere = Length_of_out_on_sphere + 2*pi*R_out*cosd(Radial(1,1)); 
Length_of_side_line = Length_of_side_line +2*2*pi*R_side*cosd(Radial_side(1,1)); 
  
for i = 1:60 
    Length_of_in_on_line = Length_of_in_on_line + 2*2*pi*R_in_line*cosd(Inner(i,1)); 
    Length_of_out_on_line = Length_of_out_on_line + 2*2*pi*R_out_line*cosd(Outer(i,1)); 
End 
% From here on till the next comment calculating the total area of the whole structure. The numerical 
figures multiplied here are the length of the edges in two-dimensional plane while sketching. 
Area_of_in_on_sphere = Length_of_in_on_sphere*0.0144624972896621 
Area_of_out_on_sphere = Length_of_out_on_sphere*0.014462497289662 
Area_of_side_line = Length_of_side_line*0.0289415249430358 
Area_of_in_on_line = Length_of_in_on_line*0.0284809807118032 
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Area_of_out_on_line = Length_of_out_on_line*0.0293557827963222 
Surface_Area_of_Inner_Sphere = 4*pi*(0.913225016262028^2) 
Surface_Area_of_Outer_Sphere = 4*pi 
 
Total_Area_Of_Structure = Area_of_in_on_sphere + Area_of_out_on_sphere + Area_of_side_line + 
Area_of_in_on_line + Area_of_out_on_line + Surface_Area_of_Inner_Sphere + 
Surface_Area_of_Outer_Sphere  
% From here on calculating the mass of the whole structure. 2700 is the density of the material Aluminum. 
Volume_of_Structure = Total_Area_Of_Structure*thickness_of_structure; 
Mass_of_Structure = Volume_of_Structure*2700  
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C) MATLAB Code for calculating Natural Frequencies of Circular 
Ring Analytically by Dr. Thompson [35] 
% The natural frequencies calculated are based on thin curved beam bending theory 
% Original: Lonny Thompson, Clemson University, March 2014 
  
R = 1 %ring diameter at midline of thickness 
t = 0.01099 %ring thickness (meters) 
Young_Modulus = 71.9*(10^9);  %aluminum E = 71.9 GPa, Pa = N/m^2 
rho = 2700; %mass density, kg/m^3 
 %unit depth b=1; 
Area_Moment_Inertia = t^3/12; 
EI = Young_Modulus * Area_Moment_Inertia; 
Area = t;  
coef = EI / (rho*Area*R^4);  
N = 20;    
omega = zeros(N+1,1);  
    for n=0:N  
        omega(n+1) = sqrt(coef*(n^2)*(n^2-1)^2 / (n^2+1) );        
    end 
 fn = omega/(2*pi) %Hz 
frequencies = sort(fn) %kHz 
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D) Changes in the input file made for Acoustic Infinite Elements  
   After meshing the part infinite acoustic domain with linear infinite 
elements the following three lines were added to just before the “*End Part” line. 
 
** Section: Acoustic_Infinite_Water 
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet3, material=Air, order=10 
1., 0, 0, 0, 
The details of the procedure can be found in [37]. The second line assigns a Solid Section 
to the element set _Pickedset3 which has material properties of Air. The elset here 
represents the set of elements to which we desire to assign the material. The 1. is the 
depth of the section in ‘Z’ direction and 0,0,0, are the coordinates of the reference node 
for the acoustic infinite elements. This is the code segment line used for both the 2–D and 
3–D models. 
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E)  List of Natural Frequencies of all two dimensional structures. 
 
Table A.1: List of Natural frequencies of all the two dimensional structures 
No. 
Circular Ring 
(Hz) 
2-0-RH-2 
(Hz) 
2-0-RH-3 
(Hz) 
2-0-TH-3 
(Hz) 
2-1-RH-2 
(Hz) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 6.991 36.076 29.591 41.3402 40.148 
3 19.7714 70.691 56.559 95.2735 80.605 
4 37.9045 103.19 81.786 150.619 118.73 
5 61.2882 134.57 106.17 204.962 155.42 
6 89.888 165.37 130.11 258.046 191.24 
7 123.686 195.87 153.8 310.041 226.53 
8 162.669 226.23 177.31 361.152 261.44 
9 206.826 256.54 200.67 411.541 296.07 
10 256.143 286.83 221.82 447.482 330.44 
11 310.609 317.13 223.81 461.3245 364.56 
12 370.209 347.41 246.68 510.583 379.32 
13 434.93 377.65 269.12 559.372 398.4 
14 504.754 407.79 288.82 607.725 431.9 
15 579.665 409.02 290.97 620.138 455.16 
16 659.645 424.89 291.79 655.664 464.98 
17 744.675 437.73 294.8 703.202 486.54 
18 821.302 467.32 297.94 750.343 497.47 
19 834.734 479.15 305.47 797.088 529.16 
20 929.801 496.31 312.04 843.43 552.35 
21  524.31 313.61 889.364 559.69 
22  541.89 322.05 934.756 588.52 
23  550.79 330.69 934.878 596.68 
24  562.88 332.13 979.962 614.89 
26  573.46 339.65  621.61 
27  575.1 349.1  637.86 
28  580.85 351.18  640.33 
29  586.79 359.27  641.05 
30  591.76 369.23  656.31 
31  595.92 370.45  656.79 
32  596.77 380.46  670.35 
33  599.39 382.92  671.78 
34  602.31 386.46  682.58 
35  604.89 396.97  683.74 
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36  607.39 403.12  693.01 
37  610.08 412.82  693.85 
38  613.26 419.42  701.67 
39  615.93 421.98  703.12 
40  617.25 425.5  708.72 
41  622.41 430.59  712.22 
42  629.13 435.54  714.4 
43  633.32 450.23  718.99 
44  637.93 451.57  721.63 
45  645.27 467.58  722.86 
46  649.45 471.52  726.43 
47  649.8 483.55  730.17 
48  664.4 491.62  731.64 
49  666.06 494.2  734.69 
50  682.55 499.48  740.74 
51  683.28 510.59  742.41 
52  699.53 515.29  749.29 
53  705.98 517.98  754.05 
54  717.13 524.99  761.41 
55  731.76 530.92  766.6 
56  735.41 539.55  777.94 
57  754.37 542.64  780.06 
58  759.7 546.28  794.38 
59  771.81 554.81  798.86 
60  773.98 561.27  809.49 
61  789.06 568  815.47 
62  794.18 570.5  816.2 
63  794.19 574.62  823.36 
64  814.9 575.83  825.27 
65  819.32 586.2  841.55 
66  836.03 589.89  850.32 
67  850.11 593.93  858.14 
68  857.42 601.48  867.89 
69  862.48 603.41  874.78 
70  878.93 615.98  878.76 
71  881.16 616.4  891.13 
72  884.39 620.32  897.64 
73  900.32 622.57  906.79 
74  912.23 628.88  907.97 
75  921.36 629.44  921.29 
76  934.12 640.94  932.71 
77  941.71 641.69  934.11 
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78  943.08 647.09  936.79 
79  961.01 652.65  937 
80  964.23 652.66  937.06 
81  973.42 662.3  937.43 
82  978.85 664.12  937.85 
83  988.45 670.71  939.16 
84  992.72 674.18  940.95 
85  994.88 675.4  941.51 
86   677.96  943.17 
87   684.19  944.77 
88   686.56  945.78 
89   689.55  948.68 
90   694.22  951.75 
91   697.63  952.92 
92   698.37  954.86 
93   701.44  957.79 
94   702.19  958.48 
95   705.84  960.29 
96   706.17  961.59 
97   708.63  962.04 
98   709.52  962.62 
99   710.29  966.69 
100   713.41  970.13 
101   717.7  974.32 
102   719.52  977.75 
103   722.58  995.39 
104   727.73   
105   728.33   
106   728.94   
107   730.24   
108   736.23   
109   739.18   
110   740.71   
111   741   
112   743.56   
113   750.08   
114   750.83   
115   758.45   
116   759.64   
117   760.17   
118   760.46   
119   769.47   
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120   771.54   
121   773.78   
122   777.66   
123   777.72   
124   784.24   
125   785.14   
126   786.27   
127   791.66   
128   797.28   
129   797.41   
130   798.25   
131   798.27   
132   802.03   
133   802.11   
134   806   
135   809.27   
136   811.91   
137   813.48   
138   813.99   
139   814.58   
140   815.57   
141   815.99   
142   816.42   
143   816.67   
144   817.33   
145   817.55   
146   818.44   
147   829.81   
148   833.06   
149   840.24   
150   843.14   
151   844.22   
152   844.23   
153   847.08   
154   853.44   
155   862.26   
156   865.08   
157   871.87   
158   877.04   
159   883.55   
160   883.96   
161   900.74   
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162   901.94   
163   903.42   
164   904.84   
165   918.66   
166   924.48   
167   928.25   
168   928.95   
169   929.71   
170   931.23   
171   931.27   
172   931.34   
173   931.96   
174   932.05   
175   933.75   
176   936.75   
177   941   
178   942.53   
179   946.46   
180   950.74   
181   951.52   
182   952.98   
183   955.04   
184   957.44   
185   958.62   
186   958.77   
187   959.71   
188   960.36   
189   962.35   
190   964.99   
191   968.3   
192   970.6   
193   970.96   
194   973.07   
195   973.1   
196   976.47   
197   976.79   
198   982.81   
199   984.51   
200   985.4   
201   987.92   
202   988.81   
203   992   
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204   992.26   
205   993.72   
206   994.22   
207   994.67   
208   995.79   
209   998.53   
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F  List of Natural Frequencies of three dimensional structures. 
Table A.2: List of Natural frequencies for 3-D elastic shell and 3-0-RH-1 (Hz) 
No Elastic Shell FS–1.4 mm FS–2.0 mm FS–2.5 mm FS–3.0 mm 
1. 595.433472 445.719238 508.420502 548.90094 582.266235 
2. 595.433472 445.721954 508.421112 548.910645 582.276428 
3. 595.433472 492.530182 549.215637 575.657227 590.176392 
4. 595.433472 534.842224 558.275574 575.668396 590.189331 
5. 595.433472 534.84259 558.276733 578.596924 598.587524 
6. 707.317749 538.691956 617.782104 665.886597 639.143677 
7. 707.317749 538.6922 617.782837 665.900574 687.336609 
8. 707.317749 567.997498 627.182495 669.284424 694.593689 
9. 707.317749 567.999268 627.186218 669.306213 696.965637 
10. 707.317749 574.823181 637.562134 670.440063 696.981873 
11. 707.317749 620.149719 669.935547 695.204895 710.037903 
12. 707.317749 624.654541 673.80481 695.213745 710.060913 
13. 752.031982 624.656494 673.805237 703.439697 712.086975 
14. 752.031982 638.274414 691.327209 722.133911 712.090637 
15. 752.031982 638.279236 691.329468 735.195496 714.661194 
16. 752.031982 645.933228 696.584473 735.226074 718.364136 
17. 752.031982 645.937927 711.506958 739.038086 732.713257 
18. 752.031982 663.506897 711.509949 739.592529 737.143494 
19. 752.031982 663.508484 721.448547 739.598511 742.224792 
20. 752.032043 663.577087 723.485779 743.836975 742.411072 
21. 752.032043 694.830994 723.487061 743.850769 743.563232 
22. 774.765686 694.834534 726.128662 753.095032 743.780273 
23. 774.765686 701.079712 726.129089 766.101318 746.41925 
24. 774.765686 706.354492 741.991943 774.414368 751.524231 
25. 774.765686 706.356506 760.545227 774.463684 759.709473 
26. 774.765747 721.123413 760.547913 776.102173 764.021179 
27. 774.765747 721.12561 760.607849 776.131958 764.376221 
28. 774.765747 729.814209 763.985474 777.880615 764.660889 
29. 774.765747 729.815491 763.988281 789.060364 768.088684 
30. 774.765747 732.743469 766.558228 789.511169 768.096191 
31. 774.765747 735.501953 766.56012 789.587036 768.107788 
32. 774.765747 735.505615 777.311646 790.902771 768.145142 
33. 788.677002 760.438293 783.11554 790.911804 772.255188 
34. 788.677063 769.964355 783.11676 798.882385 774.011536 
35. 788.677063 769.967651 788.195557 801.127258 777.674622 
36. 788.677063 771.256714 788.198181 801.1474 777.851135 
37. 788.677124 771.268188 792.656006 808.819336 782.099731 
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38. 788.677124 775.933167 805.876587 810.207886 785.078369 
39. 788.677124 775.933716 805.879028 810.298157 785.349976 
40. 788.677124 784.297913 806.600281 818.203186 786.67334 
41. 788.677124 784.300598 811.758545 820.84259 791.012817 
42. 788.677185 784.981934 811.76123 820.8797 791.079468 
43. 788.677185 797.776611 819.475342 827.010681 796.173828 
44. 788.677185 797.778503 821.666687 829.287476 796.673157 
45. 788.677246 798.585205 821.672974 829.313843 797.178223 
46. 798.824768 798.586914 822.837158 829.79187 797.444824 
47. 798.824768 800.81604 822.839661 829.858643 806.220886 
48. 798.824829 800.820007 831.498352 834.722961 806.818726 
49. 798.82489 807.026306 838.483398 834.780029 806.830322 
50. 798.824951 822.507324 838.486023 835.457458 807.68042 
51. 798.824951 822.508118 842.999939 837.11084 807.91687 
52. 798.825012 824.418762 843.836975 842.71521 808.710083 
53. 798.825012 824.423218 843.84259 842.776123 808.75238 
54. 798.825012 827.055054 851.099243 844.000916 813.745056 
55. 798.825073 837.616943 851.101868 851.713074 813.964966 
56. 798.825073 837.617981 854.320679 851.758179 816.009827 
57. 798.825073 845.142456 860.985168 853.022766 820.597473 
58. 798.825134 845.144043 860.986145 854.97229 820.763245 
59. 798.825195 845.746704 865.806091 855.06958 824.639771 
60. 798.825256 846.83197 866.061523 855.170593 824.664795 
61. 807.616394 846.834351 866.066345 855.212708 827.147766 
62. 807.616699 862.446777 867.519409 862.01532 831.396118 
63. 807.616882 862.494995 867.525574 862.074951 831.621948 
64. 807.616943 862.497314 871.745911 862.556396 832.368164 
65. 807.617065 863.769714 871.748474 872.788086 837.494263 
66. 807.617126 865.705933 872.833252 874.205872 837.523438 
67. 807.617126 865.707275 872.837158 874.300415 838.122803 
68. 807.617188 867.023621 874.79071 878.18396 838.264587 
69. 807.617249 867.026428 875.188721 878.233276 839.570313 
70. 807.61731 873.422363 875.18927 881.00946 841.596985 
71. 807.61731 873.424316 877.720337 881.153076 842.379883 
72. 807.617371 881.711487 877.822205 883.590454 842.518005 
73. 807.617432 886.773376 877.825867 894.855164 847.45697 
74. 807.617493 886.774475 884.748413 895.026672 847.641479 
75. 807.617493 891.733521 884.748901 895.10614 851.581482 
76. 807.617615 891.735229 890.216797 895.412415 851.777405 
77. 807.617676 895.620544 892.945374 895.450012 852.826355 
78. 816.430847 895.62085 892.950989 895.925354 853.31897 
79. 816.430908 899.997925 897.730713 895.998535 853.408508 
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80. 816.431213 907.00885 897.731567 896.039978 855.850403 
81. 816.431396 907.011597 903.359253 896.071045 855.900085 
82. 816.43158 918.868469 904.742798 901.645752 856.748718 
83. 816.431702 926.326843 904.744141 901.872864 860.972717 
84. 816.431824 926.32843 910.036865 907.299194 861.214111 
85. 816.431885 928.7229 917.164124 911.100342 865.197693 
86. 816.432068 928.724792 919.043152 911.13678 865.247253 
87. 816.432068 938.430237 919.044556 911.324524 865.301575 
88. 816.432129 941.445557 919.915771 911.34906 865.53363 
89. 816.432129 941.448181 919.919189 913.524719 867.163147 
90. 816.432251 942.084229 921.134583 913.578857 871.483887 
91. 816.432373 942.087036 921.137268 917.796509 871.505188 
92. 816.432434 948.249634 923.98877 918.027588 872.499878 
93. 816.432495 948.251404 923.991699 920.134521 874.471436 
94. 816.432556 949.751221 929.082764 923.032288 874.779419 
95. 816.432861 949.754822 929.088562 923.133728 881.145447 
96. 816.432861 953.379761 931.605103 923.554871 881.302124 
97. 826.193848 956.665955 932.937988 923.648376 881.938904 
98. 826.194214 956.668579 932.944031 928.691528 882.017761 
99. 826.194763 958.713928 940.992554 928.820801 882.176025 
100. 826.194946 972.862793 940.99408 931.349182 882.812195 
101. 826.195129 972.866028 946.588074 931.396423 887.646729 
102. 826.195435 979.684265 951.285156 933.86676 887.813538 
103. 826.195618 986.570862 951.289185 942.980408 887.946655 
104. 826.195923 986.57312 958.735107 943.208252 891.405518 
105. 826.196106 987.296448 958.739014 943.378662 891.457764 
106. 826.196289 987.298401 961.633057 943.738464 896.268005 
107. 826.196289 991.648376 961.637329 944.163513 896.275513 
108. 826.19635 991.651672 962.020142 944.276855 897.60968 
109. 826.196411 994.533997 962.083557 947.921936 898.154114 
110. 826.196472 994.53717 962.087646 948.210815 898.192322 
111. 826.196594  977.775208 949.410889 898.437012 
112. 826.196838  982.071716 949.477966 899.034851 
113. 826.197021  982.075378 958.598816 899.053467 
114. 826.197144  983.302612 958.730103 899.097168 
115. 826.197266  983.305542 960.526062 899.260071 
116. 826.197693  983.384033 960.631409 900.464966 
117. 826.197754  983.385986 962.427002 902.422729 
118. 837.613586  986.632751 962.497375 902.757935 
119. 837.613892  986.636963 962.840942 906.428345 
120. 837.615112  993.615906 963.638062 906.470215 
121. 837.615234  993.617432 964.079346 906.708984 
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122. 837.615601  993.618225 969.877197 908.244873 
123. 837.616089   970.084167 908.35321 
124. 837.616516   974.164551 909.487122 
125. 837.616699   974.24054 911.70575 
126. 837.617126   978.59845 911.853027 
127. 837.617188   988.38562 917.573975 
128. 837.617615   988.645691 917.820435 
129. 837.617676   988.681274 919.094788 
130. 837.617737   988.779114 919.42511 
131. 837.617981   988.900146 919.865784 
132. 837.618042   989.038391 921.098511 
133. 837.618164   995.956055 921.131165 
134. 837.618469   999.112061 921.430847 
135. 837.618713   999.151672 921.670837 
136. 837.61908   999.19696 924.185791 
137. 837.619202   999.715332 924.236633 
138. 837.619507    924.722534 
139. 837.620117    929.191162 
140. 837.620239    929.37085 
141. 851.278137    931.689575 
142. 851.278992    933.194946 
143. 851.280579    933.392334 
144. 851.281128    939.4021 
145. 851.281372    940.810059 
146. 851.282104    940.962341 
147. 851.282837    944.100891 
148. 851.28302    944.375366 
149. 851.283752    945.191284 
150. 851.283997    945.288025 
151. 851.284302    945.901917 
152. 851.284668    946.158752 
153. 851.284973    947.542297 
154. 851.285095    947.619507 
155. 851.285278    949.632019 
156. 851.285645    951.138367 
157. 851.285828    951.239563 
158. 851.286133    951.634277 
159. 851.286499    954.809387 
160. 851.286865    955.033936 
161. 851.287476    956.025024 
162. 851.287781    956.082397 
163. 851.287903    957.206848 
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164. 851.289063    957.488708 
165. 851.289124    957.979431 
166. 867.700195    958.171143 
167. 867.700989    961.062927 
168. 867.703857    961.171387 
169. 867.704651    961.190857 
170. 867.705444    962.412964 
171. 867.705994    962.448914 
172. 867.706482    968.890015 
173. 867.707764    969.146179 
174. 867.708557    969.784729 
175. 867.709106    970.489136 
176. 867.709961    970.859741 
177. 867.710083    978.108032 
178. 867.710266    978.258362 
179. 867.710938    978.296753 
180. 867.710999    978.525024 
181. 867.711182    980.2677 
182. 867.71167    980.449402 
183. 867.711853    980.46637 
184. 867.71228    980.930786 
185. 867.713074    981.261292 
186. 867.713379    983.294434 
187. 867.714172    983.33783 
188. 867.7146    984.233704 
189. 867.715332    984.419678 
190. 867.715698    984.50354 
191. 867.717041    984.63324 
192. 867.717712    986.538818 
193. 887.333008    986.650146 
194. 887.333496    987.17334 
195. 887.337708    987.819275 
196. 887.33844    988.089844 
197. 887.34021    991.697449 
198. 887.340637    992.125 
199. 887.341675    992.638184 
200. 887.342773    992.710754 
201. 887.344238     
202. 887.345093     
203. 887.346436     
204. 887.347107     
205. 887.347473     
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206. 887.347595     
207. 887.348022     
208. 887.348877     
209. 887.349121     
210. 887.349609     
211. 887.349915     
212. 887.350586     
213. 887.35144     
214. 887.352417     
215. 887.353149     
216. 887.353577     
217. 887.354492     
218. 887.355164     
219. 887.355713     
220. 887.358398     
221. 887.358643     
222. 910.569824     
223. 910.573608     
224. 910.579834     
225. 910.582458     
226. 910.583801     
227. 910.584961     
228. 910.585876     
229. 910.586853     
230. 910.58905     
231. 910.590332     
232. 910.592529     
233. 910.593262     
234. 910.593506     
235. 910.59375     
236. 910.594604     
237. 910.595459     
238. 910.595642     
239. 910.596375     
240. 910.597839     
241. 910.598816     
242. 910.598999     
243. 910.600281     
244. 910.600891     
245. 910.602783     
246. 910.603455     
247. 910.603943     
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248. 910.604187     
249. 910.60553     
250. 910.606323     
251. 910.610718     
252. 910.61084     
253. 937.760925     
254. 937.764771     
255. 937.770569     
256. 937.773438     
257. 937.776672     
258. 937.778625     
259. 937.779541     
260. 937.781982     
261. 937.785217     
262. 937.785583     
263. 937.788635     
264. 937.790466     
265. 937.791687     
266. 937.79248     
267. 937.79248     
268. 937.79364     
269. 937.795105     
270. 937.795593     
271. 937.796143     
272. 937.79718     
273. 937.797485     
274. 937.79895     
275. 937.800842     
276. 937.802612     
277. 937.803101     
278. 937.805176     
279. 937.806152     
280. 937.80658     
281. 937.807373     
282. 937.809326     
283. 937.809753     
284. 937.815918     
285. 937.816589     
286. 969.184692     
287. 969.186279     
288. 969.195068     
289. 969.200378     
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290. 969.204651     
291. 969.205933     
292. 969.207581     
293. 969.210327     
294. 969.214478     
295. 969.216309     
296. 969.220093     
297. 969.220337     
298. 969.223694     
299. 969.224976     
300. 969.22583     
301. 969.227051     
302. 969.228577     
303. 969.229614     
304. 969.23114     
305. 969.2323     
306. 969.232605     
307. 969.234314     
308. 969.234863     
309. 969.236389     
310. 969.237122     
311. 969.241394     
312. 969.243103     
313. 969.244263     
314. 969.245422     
315. 969.246277     
316. 969.247742     
317. 969.249084     
318. 969.25116     
319. 969.258728     
320 969.259827     
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G  MATLAB Code for calculating Target Strength for All Structures 
at the front and back near nodes. 
% The procedure to compute Target Strength is pretty straight forward. Loading the data from the files and 
then using it to calculate the Target Strength and later plotting it. The variables used augment in the  
understanding of the code. 
clear all; 
clc; 
format long; 
Pref = 2*10^-5; 
  
a = load('POR_Ring_Inf_Air_2m_Left.dat'); 
b = load('POR_Rad_2_Inf_Air_2m_Left.dat'); 
c = load('POR_Rad_3_Inf_Air_2m_Left.dat'); 
d = load('POR_Sec_Ord_Inf_Air_2m_Left.dat'); 
e = load('Transverse_Inf_Air_2m_Left.dat'); 
  
Presssure_Square_Left_Ring = a(:,2).^2; % To compute element wise POWER, use POWER (.^) operator. 
Presssure_Square_Left_Rad_2 = b(:,2).^2;  
Presssure_Square_Left_Rad_3 = c(:,2).^2; 
Presssure_Square__Left_Sec_Ord = d(:,2).^2; 
Presssure_Square_Left_Transverse = e(:,2).^2;  
 
Target_Strength_Left_Ring=10*log10(Presssure_Square_Left_Ring/Pref^2); 
Target_Strength_Left_Rad_2=10*log10(Presssure_Square_Left_Rad_2/Pref^2) 
Target_Strength_Left_Rad_3=10*log10(Presssure_Square_Left_Rad_3/Pref^2) 
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Target_Strength_Left_Sec_Ord = 10*log10(Presssure_Square__Left_Sec_Ord/Pref^2); 
Target_Strength_Left_Transverse = 10*log10(Presssure_Square_Left_Transverse /Pref^2); 
  
f = load('POR_Ring_Inf_Air_2m_Right.dat'); 
g = load('POR_Rad_2_Inf_Air_2m_Right.dat'); 
h = load('POR_Rad_3_Inf_Air_2m_Right.dat'); 
i = load('POR_Sec_Ord_Inf_Air_2m_Right.dat'); 
j = load(‘Transverse_Inf_Air_2m_Right.dat'); 
  
Presssure_Square_Right_Ring = f(:,2).^2; % To compute elementwise POWER, use POWER (.^) operator. 
Presssure_Square_Right_Rad_2 = g(:,2).^2; % To compute elementwise POWER, use POWER (.^) 
operator. 
Presssure_Square_Right_Rad_3 = h(:,2).^2; 
Presssure_Square__Right_Sec_Ord = i(:,2).^2; 
Presssure_Square_Right_Transverse = j(:,2).^2; % To compute elementwise POWER, use POWER (.^) 
operator. 
  
Target_Strength_Right_Ring = 10*log10(Presssure_Square_Right_Ring/Pref^2); 
Target_Strength_Right_Rad_2 = 10*log10(Presssure_Square_Right_Rad_2/Pref^2); 
Target_Strength_Right_Rad_3 = 10*log10(Presssure_Square_Right_Rad_3/Pref^2); 
Target_Strength_Right_Sec_Ord = 10*log10(Presssure_Square__Right_Sec_Ord/Pref^2); 
Target_Strength_Right_Transverse = 10*log10(Presssure_Square_Right_Transverse /Pref^2); 
  
%--------------------1 
figure 
plot(a(:,1),Target_Strength_Left_Ring,'-b','LineWidth',2); 
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hold on; 
plot(b(:,1),Target_Strength_Left_Rad_2,'-r','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
plot(c(:,1),Target_Strength_Left_Rad_3,'-g','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
plot(d(:,1),Target_Strength_Left_Sec_Ord,'-m','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
plot(e(:,1),Target_Strength_Left_Transverse,'-c','LineWidth',2); 
grid minor; 
ylabel('Target Strength') 
xlabel('Frequencies (Hz)') 
title('Comparing TS at (-1,0), Outer Acoustic Domain-Air') 
legend('Circular Ring','2-0-RH-2','2-0-RH-3','2-1-RH-2','2-0-TH-3','Location','Best') 
  
% --------------------2 
figure 
plot(f(:,1),Target_Strength_Right_Ring,'-b','LineWidth',2); 
hold on; 
plot(g(:,1),Target_Strength_Right_Rad_2,'-r','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
plot(h(:,1),Target_Strength_Right_Rad_3,'-g','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
plot(i(:,1),Target_Strength_Right_Sec_Ord,'-m','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
plot(j(:,1),Target_Strength_Right_Transverse,'-c','LineWidth',2); 
grid minor; 
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ylabel('Target Strength') 
xlabel('Frequencies (Hz)') 
title('Comparing TS at (+1,0), Outer Acoustic Domain-Air') 
legend('Circular Ring','2-0-RH-2','2-0-RH-3','2-1-RH-2','2-0-TH-3','Location','Best') 
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